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\Ve prove T sirelson's conjecture that any scaling limit of the crit· 
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1. Introduction. 

1.1. Motivation. This paper has a two~ fold motivation: to propose a 
new construction for the (subsequent ial) scaling limits of the critical and 
near-critical percolation in the plane, and to show that such limits are two
dimensional black noises as suggested by Boris Tsirelson. 

Percolation is perhaps the simplest statistical physics model exhibi ting 
a phase transition. We will be interested in planar percolation models , the 
archetypical examples being site percolation on the t r iangular lattice and 
bond percolation on the square lattice. More generally, our theorems apply to 
a wide class of models on planar graphs, satisfying the assumpt ions outlined 
below. 

Consider a planar graph and fix a percolation probability 1) E [0, Ij. In site 
percolation, each site is declared open or closed with probabilities p and I - p , 
independently of others. In the pictures we represent open and closed sites 
by blue and yellow colors correspondingly. One t hen studies open clusters, 
which are maximal connected subgraphs of open sites. In bond percolation, 
each bond is similarly declared open or closed independently of others, and 
one studies clusters of bonds. 

Percolation as a mathematical model was originally introduced by Broad
bent and Hammersley to model the flow of liquid t hrough a random porous 
medium. It is assumed that the liquid can move freely between the neigh
boring open sites, and so it can How between two regions if there is an open 
path between them . Fixing a quad Q (= a topological quadrilateral) , we say 
t hat t here is an open crossing (between two distinguished opposite sides) for 
a given percolation configuration, if for its restriction to t he quad, t here is an 
open cluster intersecting both opposite sides. One then defines the crossing 
probabil ity for Q as the probability that such a crossing exists. 

"Ve will be interested in the (subsequential) scaling limits of percolation, 
as the lattice mesh tends to zero. It is expected t hat for a large class of 
models the sharp thr-eshold phenomenon occurs: there is a critical value Pc 
such t hat for a fixed quad Q the crossing probabili ty tends to 1 for p > Pc and 
to 0 for p < Pc in the scaling limit. For bond percolation on the square lattice 
and site percolation on the t riangular lattice, it is known that Pc = 1/2 by 
t he classical theorem of Kesten [Kcs80]. 

In the critical case p = Pc the crossing probabilities are expected to have 
non-trivial scaling limits. Moreover, those are believed to be universal , con
formally invariant, and given by Cardy's formula [LP SA94 , Car92j. For the 
models we are concerned with , this was established only for site percolation 
on the triangular lattice [SmiOlb, Smi01aj. However, the Russo-Seymour-
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Vvelsh theory provides existence of non-trivial subsequential limi ts, which 
is enough for our purposes. Our theory also applies to near-critical scaling 
limits like in [NoIOS], when the mesh tends to zero and t he percolation proba
bili ty to its critical value in a coordinated way, so as the crossing probabilities 
have non-trivial limi ts, different from the crit ical one. The Russo-Seymour
\¥elsh t heory still applies below any given scale. 

Having a (subsequential) scaling limit of the (near) cri t ical percolation, 
we can ask how to descri be it . T he discrete models have finite a-fields, but in 
the scaling limit the cardinali ty blows up, so we have to specify how we pass 
to a limit. First we remark that we rest rict ourselves to t he crossing events 
(which form t he original physical motivation for the percolation model), 
disregarding events of t he sort "number of open sites in a given region is 
even" or "number of open sites in a given region is bigger than the number 
of closed ones." \¥hile such events could be studied in another context, they 
are of little interest in the framework motivated by physics. Furthermore, 
we restrict ourselves to the macroscopic crossing events, i.e. crossings of 
quads of fixed size. Otherwise one could add to the a-field crossing events 
for microscopic quads (of the lattice mesh scale or some intermediate scale), 
which have infini tesimal size in the scaling limit . The result ing construction 
would be an e.xtension of ours, simila r to a non-standard extension of the 
real numbers . But because of the locality of t he percolation, different scales 
are independent, so it won 't yield new non-trivial information (as our results 
in fact show). However, we would like to remark that in dependent models 
such extensions could provide new information. For example, Kenyon has 
calculated probabilities of local configurations appearing in domino tilings 
and loop erased random walks [Ken09J, while such information is lost in 
describing the latter by an SLE curve. 

Summing it up, we restrict ourselves only to the scaling limit of the macro
scopic crossing events for percolation - it describes the principal physical 
properties (though adding microscopic events can be of interest). The ques
tion then arises, how to describe such a scaling limit , and several approaches 
were proposed. We list some of them along with short remarks: 

(1). Random coloring of a plane into yellow and blue colors would be a 
logical candidate, since in the discrete setting we deal with random 
colorings of graphs. However, it is difficult to axiomatize the allowed 
class of "percolation-induced colorings," and connectivity properties 
are hard to keep t rack of. In particular, in the scaling limi t almost 
every point does not belong to a cluster, but is rather surrounded by 
an infinite number of nested open and closed clusters, and so has no 
well-defined color. 
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(2) . Collection of open clusters as random compact subsets of the plane 
would satisfy obvious pre-compactness (for Borel probability measures 
on collections of compacts endowed with some version of the Hausdorff 
distance)) guaranteeing existence of the subsequential scaling limi ts . 
However) crossing probabilit ies cannot be extracted: as a toy model 
imagine two circles) 0 and C) intersecting at two points, x and y. 
Consider two different configurations: in the fi rst one, 0 \ {x} is an 
open crossing and C \ {y} is a closed one; in the second one, 0 \ {y} 
is an open crossing and C \ {x } is a closed one. In both configurations 
the cluster structure is the same (wit h 0 being the open and C being 
the closed cluster), while some crossing events differ. Thus one has to 
add the state of t he "pivotal" points (like x and y) to the description) 
making it more complicated . Constructing such a limit , proving its 
uniqueness, and studying it would require considerable technical work. 

(3). Aizenman's web represents percolat ion configuration by a collect ion 
of a ll curves (= crossings) running inside open clusters. Here pre
compactness follows from the Aizenmal1-Burchard work [AB99J, based 
on the Russo-Seymour-Welsh theory, and crossing events are easy to 
extract. Moreover , it turns out t hat the curves involved are almost 
surely Holder-continuous, so this provides a nice geometric description 
of the connectivi ty structure. However , there is a lot of redundancy in 
taking all the curves inside clusters, and there are deficiencies similar 
to those of the previous approach . 

(4) . Loop ensemble - instead of clusters themselves, it is enough to look at 
the interfaces between open and closed clusters, whicll form a collection 
of nested loops. Such a limit was constructed by Camia and Newman 
in [CN06] from Schramm's SLE loops. However , it was not shown that 
such a limit is full (i.e. contains all the crossing events) , and in general, 
extracting geometric information is far from being stra ight-forward. 

(5) . Branching exploration tree - there is a canonical way to explore all 
the discrete interfaces: we follow one, and when it makes a loop: branch 
into two created components. T he continuum analogue was studied (in 
relation with the loop ensembles) by Sheffield in [She09J, and this is 
perhaps t he most natural approach for general random cluster models 
with dependence, see [KSIOj. Construction is rather technical , however 
the scaling limit can be described by branching SLE curves and so is 
well suited for calculations. 

(6). Height function - in the discrete setting one can randomly orient in~ 
terfaces, constructing an integer-valued height function, which changes 
by ±l whenever an interface is crossed. This stores all the connectivity 
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information (at least in our setup of interfaces along the edges of triva
lent graphs) , but adds additional randomness of the height change. It 
is expected that after appropriate manipulations (e.g. coarse-graining 
and compactifying - i.e. projecting mod 1 to a unit interval) t he 
height function would converge in the scaling limit to a random dis
tribution, which is a version of t he free field. This is the cornerstone 
of the "Coulomb gas" method of Nienhuis [NicS4], which led to many 
a prediction. It is not immediate how to connect this approach to t he 
more geometric ones, retrieving the interfaces (= level curves) from 
t he random distribution, but SLE theory suggests some possibilities. 
Also it is not clear whether we can implement this approach so that 
the extra randomness disappears in the limit , while the connectivity 
properties remain. 

(7). Correlation functions - similarly to the usual Conformal Field Theory 
approach, instead of dealing with a random field as a random distri
bution, we can restrict our attention to its n-point correlations. For 
example, that would be t he usual physics framework for fields arising 
in approach (6), but to implement it mathematically we would need 
to reconstruct height lines of a field, based on its correlations, which 
is perhaps more difficult than developing (6) by itself, and possibly 
requires some extra assumptions on t he field. A more geometric a l>
proach would be to study for every finite collection of points {ZJh,k 
the probability Fr (zj) j ,k that for every k all the balls {B(zj, r) } j 

are connected by an open cluster. To obtain the correlation funct ion, 
one takes t he double limit , passing to the scaling limi t fi rst and send
ing r _ 0 afterwards. Since the probability of a radius r ball being 
touched by a macroscopic cluster (conjecturally) decays as 1"5/48, one 

has to normalize accordingly, considering F as a n j ,k Idzjls/48_ form . 
The geometric approach seems more feasible, but along the way one 
would have to further develop a version of CFT corresponding to such 
"connectivity" correlations. 

(S). Collection of quads crossed - in the discrete setting one can describe 
a percolation configuration by listing the finite collection of all dis
crete quads (Le. topological quadrilaterals) having an open crossing. 
We propose a continuous analogue, described in detail below. The per
colation configuration space t hus becomes a space of quad collections, 
satisfying certain additional properties. 

(9). Continuous product of probability spaces, or noise - t his approach was 
advocated by Tsirelson [Tsi04a, Tsi04b, Tsi05]. In the discrete setting 
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the site percolation (011 a set V of vertices) is given by t he product 
probability space (fl v = n v {open, closed} , Fv , {tv ). Note that when 
V is decomposed into two d isjoint subsets, we obviously have 

(1.1 ) 

Straight-forward generalization of the product space to the continuous 
case does not work: the product a -field for the space Dc {open, closed} 
won 't contain crossing events. Instead Tsirelsol1 proposed to send the 
percolation measure space to a sca ling limit , described by a noise or 
a homogeneous continuous product of probability spaces. Namely, for 
every smooth domain D t he percolation scaling limit inside it would 
be given by a probabili ty space (S1 D ,Fo ,I"'D) , which is t ranslat ion 
invariant, cont inuous in D , and sat isfies the property (1.1 ) for a smooth 
domain V cut into two smooth domains VI, V2 by a curve. There 
is a well-developed theory of such spaces, but establishing the lat ter 
property was problematic [Tsi05]. 

To most constructions one can also add the information about t he closed 
clusters, though in principle it should be retrievable from t he open ones by 
duality. This list is not exhaustive, but it shows the variety of possible de
scriptions of t he same object. Indeed, in the discrete set t ings the approaches 
above contain all the information about macroscopic open clusters, and a re 
expected to keep it in the scaling limi t; on the other hand wi th an appro
priate set up (one has to be careful , especially wit h (6)) we do not expect to 
pick up any extra information Oil the way. However , showing that most of 
t hese a pproaches lead to equivalent results, and in particula r to isomorphic 
a -fields, is far fmm easy. 

\Ve decided to proceed with t he a pproach (8) , since it fo llows t he original 
physical mot ivat ion for the percolation model, and also provides us wi th 
enough pre-compactness to establish existence of subsequent ia l scaling limits 
before we apply any percolation techniques. 

It a lso serves well our second purpose: to provide escript ion of t he perco
lation (subsequential) scaling limits, following T sirelson 's approach (9), and 
show that it is a noise, i.e. a homogeneous continuous (parameteri zed by an 
appropria te Boolean a lgebra of piecewise-smooth planar domains) product 
of probability spaces . 

The question whether crit ical percolation scaling limit is a noise was posed 
by Tsirelson in [Tsi04a , Tsi04b, Tsi05], where he has a lso noted that such 
noise must be non-classical, or black (compared to t he classical white noise) . 
The t heory of black noises was started by Tsirelson and Vershik in [TV98]. In 
part icular, t hey constructed the fi rst examples of zero and one-dimensiona l 
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black noises (and more of those were found since); we provide the first gen
uinely two-dimensional example. 

To establish that percolation leads to noise it is enough to prove that its 
scaling limit, restricted to two adjacent rectangles , determines the scaling 
limit in their union. Following is a version of t his result , perhaps more tangi
ble (though stated slightly informally here). It is proved in P roposition 4.1 , 
which is the most technical result of our paper. Consider a rectangle, and 
a smooth path 0' cutting it. We show that for even) E > 0 theTe is a finite 
number of percolation crossing events in quads disjoint from Ct, from which 
one can reliably predict whether or not the rectangle is crossed, in the sense 
that the probability for a mistake is less than E. The essential point is that 
t he set of crossing events t hat one looks at does not depend on the mesh of 
the lattice, which allows us to ded uce the needed result, t hus showing that 
any subsequential scaling limit of the critical percolation is indeed a black 
noise. 

1.2. Per-colation basics and notation. For completeness of exposition we 
present most of the needed background below, interested readers can also 
consult the books [Kes82, Grigg, BRaG, WerOg]. 

'We start with a rather general setup, which in particular includes all 
planar site and bond models (as well as percolation on planar hypergraphs, 
cf. [BRlO]). Since we will be interested in scaling limits, it is helpful from 
the very beginning to work wit h subsets of the plane, rather than graphs. 

V!le consider a locally finite tiling H of the plane (or its subdomain) by 
topologically closed polygonal tiles P. Furthermore, we ask it to be trivalent, 
meaning t hat at most three tiles meet at every vertex and so any two tiles are 
either disjoint or share a few edges. A percolation model fixes a percolation 
probability p(P) E [O,lJ for every tile P, and declares it open (or closed) 
with probability p(P) (or I - p(P)) independently of the others. In principle, 
we can work with a random tiling H , with percolation probabilities p(P, H ) 
satisfying appropriate measurability conditions (so that crossing events are 
measurable). 

More generally, we can consider a random coloring of t iles into open and 
closed ones, given by some measure J-L on the space fl pEH {open, closed} with 
a product a-field (which contains a.Il events concerned with a finite number 
of t iles). Percolation models correspond to product measures J-L. 

vVe define open (closed) clusters as connected topologically closed subsets 
of t he plane - components of connect ivity of the union of open (closed) tiles 
taken with boundary. 

All site and bond percolation models on planar graphs can be represented 
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in this way. Indeed, given a planar site percolation model , we replace sites 
by t iles, so that two of them share a side if and only if two corresponding 
sites are connected by a bond. It is easy to see that such a collection always 
exists (e.g . tiles being the faces of the dual graph) . Each tile is declared open 
(or closed) with the same probability p (or 1 - p) as the corresponding site. 

FIG 1. 1. Critical site percolation on the triangular lattice. Each site is represented by a 
hexagonal tile, which is open (blue) or closed (yellow) with probabilities 1/ 2 independently 
of others . Interfaces between open and closed clusters are pictured in bold. 

If our original graph is a t r iangulation, then the dual one is trivalent and 
only three tiles can meet at a point. However, when our graph has a face with 
four or more sides, two non-adjacent sites can correspond to tiles sharing 
a vertex (bu t not an edge) . To resolve the resulting ambiguity we inser t a 
small tile P around every tiling vertex, where four or more tiles meet , and 
set it to be always closed, taking p(P) = O. After the modification, at most 
three tiles can meet at a point, as required. 

Bond percolation can also be represented by partitioning the plane into 
ti les . T here will be a t ile for every bond, site, and face of the original bond 
graph, chosen so that two different face-tiles or two different site-tiles are 
disjoint. IVIoreover , a bond-tile shares edges with two site-tiles and two face
tiles, corresponding to adjacent sites and faces. T he bond-t iles are open 
(or closed) independently, with the same probability p (or 1 - p) as the 
corresponding bonds. The site-tiles P are then always open (p(P) = 1) , 
while the face-tiles P are always closed (p(P) = 0). 'Vith such construction, 
no ambiguities arise, and at most three tiles can meet at a point. A possible 
construction for the bond percolation (with octagons being the bond-tiles) 
is illustrated in Figure 1.2. 

Following the original motivation of Broadbent and Hammersley, we rep-
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FIG! .2. Left: critical bond percolation on the squan~ lattice, every bond is open (blue) 
Of' closed (yellow) with pmbabilities 1/2 independently of others. Right: n~presentation by 
critical percolation on the bathroom tiling, with direction 01 original bonds marked on the 
corresponding octagonal tiles. Rhombic tiles alternate in color, with blue (always open) 
corresponding to the sites 01 the original square lattice, while yellow (always closed) - to 
the laces. Octagonal tiles correspond to the bonds, and are open or closed independently, 
with probabilities 1/ 2. 

resent holes in some random porous medium by open t iles. A liquid is as
sumed to move freely through the holes, thus it can flow between two regions 
if there is a path of open tiles between them. More precisely, we say that 
t here is an open (closed) crossing between two sets 1<1 and 1<2 inside the 
set U, if for the percolation configuration restricted to U, there is an open 
(closed) cluster intersecting both 1<\ and ](2. Vile will be mostly interested 
in crossings of quads (= topological quadrilaterals). 

Note the following duality property: there is an open crossing between two 
opposite sides of a quad if and only if theTe is no dual (i. e. closed) crossing 
between two otheT sides. Exchanging the notions of open and closed, we 
conclude that, on a given tiling, percolation models with probabilities p(P) 
and p*(P) = 1 - p(P) are dual to each other. In particular, the model with 
p(P) = 1/2 is self-dual , which can often be used to show that it is critical, 
like for the hexagonal lattice. The bathroom-tile model of the square lattice 
bond percolation in Figure 1.2 is dual to itself t ranslated by one lattice step 
(so that always open rhombi are shifted to always closed ones), which also 
leads to its criticality, [Kes80]. There are however dualities (e.g. arising from 
t he star-triangle transformat ions) with more complicated relations between 
p and p* , and so there are critical models with p away from 1/2, see e.g. 
[WicS1, BRlO[. 

Though we have in mind critical models, we do not use criticality in 
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the proof, rather some crossing estimates, which are a part of the Russo
Seymour-Welsh t heory. Those also hold (below any given scale) for the near
critical models, like those discussed in [NoI08]. In a seDse the estimates we 
need should hold whenever the crossing probabilities do not tend to a trivial 
limit , see Remark 1.3. 

We work with a collection of percolation models 1-41 (and sometimes more 
general random colorings) on Wings H q , indexed by a set {1]} (e.g. square 
latt ices of different mesh) , and denote by /-trj also the corresponding measure 
on percolation configurations (= random coloring of tiles). By 1171 E IR+ 
we will denote a "scale parameter" of the model J-Lr/" \Ne assume that all 
tiles have diameter at most 1771 (for a percolation on random tiling, our 
proof would work under the rela.xed assumption that for any positive T , 

the probability to find in a bounded region a tile of diameter bigger than 
T tends to zero as 117 1 - 0) . This parameter a lso appears in t he Russo
Seymour-Welsh- type estimates below, which have to hold on scales larger 
than 117 1. Note that in most models 1111 can be taken to be t he supremum of 
tile diameters (or the lattice mesh for t he percolation on a lattice). 

We will be interested in scaling limits as the scale parameter tends to 
zero , looking at sequences of percolation models with 1171 - 0, which do 
not degenerate in the limit. 'rVe will show in Remark 1.17, that in our set
ting working with sequences and nets yields t he same results. As discussed 
above, all critical percolation models are conjectured to have a universal and 
confonnally invariant scaling limit . Moreover, its SLE description allows to 
calculate exactly many scaling exponents and dimensions and we will use 
this conjectured picture in informal discussions below. However, to make 
our paper applicable to a wider class of models , we will work under much 
weaker assumptions. 

The famous Russo-Seymour-'Velsh theory provides universal bounds for 
crossing probabilities of the same shape, superimposed over lattices with 
different mesh. Originally established for the critical bond percolation on 
the square lattice, it has been since generalized to many critical (and near
critical , when the percolation probabilities tend to their critical values at 
appropriate speeds as t he mesh tends to zero) models with several different 
approaches, see [KesS2, Grigg, BROG, \·VerOg]. We will use one of the re
current techniques: conditioning on t he lowest crossing. If a quad is crossed 
hori zontally, one can select t he lowest possible crossing (the closest to t he 
bottom side), which will t hen depend only on the configuration below. If 
we condition on the lowest crossing, the configuration above it is unbiased, 
allowing for easy estimates of events there. Besides using this neat trick, we 
will assume certain bounds on the crossing probabilities for t he annuli. 
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A prominent role is played by the so-called k - arm crossing events in 
annuli , since they control dimensions of several important sets. In particular , 
for a given percolat ion model J..I.-ri we denote by p~ (Z,1\ R) the probability 
of a one-arm event, that there is an open crossing connecting two opposite 
circles of the annulus A(z, T, R ). T hen this is roughly the probability that 
the disc B(Z,1') intersects an open cluster of size ~ R, which is expected for 
1171 < l' to have a power law like 

p,:(z,r,R) = (r/R)a,+a(l) as l,/R~O, 

morally meaning (modulo some correlation estimates) that percolation clus
ters in the scaling limit have dimension 2 - al. 

Similarly, denote by P~(z, r, R) the probability of a four-arm event, that 
there are alternating open- closed- open- closed crossings connecting two 
opposite circles of the annulus A(z, 1', R). Then this is roughly t he probabili ty 
that changing the percolation configuration on the disc B(z, r) changes the 
crossing events on t he scale:::::: R. Indeed, if all the ti les in B(z, r) are made 
open, t hat connects two open arms; whi le making them closed connects two 
closed arms, destroying the open connection. For 1171 < l' a power law 

P,i(z,r,R) = (r/R)",+a(l), as r/R~O, 

is expected, roughly meaning that t he pivotal tiles (such that altering their 
state changes crossing events on large scale) have dimension 2 - a4 in the 
scaling limit . 

\ -\7 henever the RS\V theory applies, the probabilities for k arm events have 
power law bounds from above and below as r --+ O. In fact, the probabilities 
are conjectured to satisfy universal (independent of a particular percolation 
model) power laws with rational powers, predicted by t he Conformal Field 
Theory, see discussion in [S\'V01 j. T hose predictions have been so far proved 
for t he critical site percolation on triangular lattice only [S\-\701 , Ls\~r02], 

giving at = 5/ 48 and a4 = 5/ 4. 
Other k-arm probabilities are also of interest , but estimating just the 

mentioned two allows to apply our methods. Houghly speaking, we need to 
know that the percolation clusters have dimension smaller than 2 and t hat 
pivotal points have dimension smaller than 1, or , in other words, that al > 0 
and a4 > 1. Note that we do not actually need the power laws, but rather 
weaker versions of t he corresponding upper estimates. 

Namely, we need the fo llowing two estimates to hold uniformly for per
colation models under consideration: 
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ASSUM PT IONS 1.1. There exist positive functions 6 [ (1', R) and 6.4 (1', R), 
such that 

lim t. j(T, R) = 0 for any fixed R < Ro , 
,-0 

and the following estimates hold whenever z E C and 0 < 117 1 < r < R < F4J. 
The p10bability of one open arm event and the probability of a similar event 
for one closed arm satisftJ 

(1.2) 

while the pmbability of a four ann event satisfies 

(1.3) 

For r ~ R, when the annulus is empty, we set .6..;{1', R) := 1, so that the 
function is defined for all positive arguments. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that functions .6..j {r , R ) are increasing in r and decreasing in R . 

REI'.'IARK 1.2 (A STRONGER RSW ESTI MATE ) . For most percolation 
models where the RSW techniques work, their application would prove a 
stronger estimate, with D. J(r , R) replaced in (1.2) by C(rjR)a j with aJ > 
O. H oweveT we can imagine situations where only OUT weaker version can 
a priori be established. 

REMARK 1.3 ( RSvV ESTIMATES AN D SCA LING L l l'IHT S). For most per
colation models where the RSW techniques work, the estimate (1.2) would be 
equivalent to saying that crossing probability for any given quad (01' faT all 
quads) is uniformly bounded away from 0 and 1. So morally our noise char
acterization would apply whenever one can speak of non-trivial subsequential 
scaling limits of crossing probabilities. 

The first Assumption (1.2) is used several t imes throughout the paper. 
In a stronger form it was one of the original Russo-Seymour-,~relsh results, 
and has since been shown to hold for a wide range of percolation models, see 
[BR06, BRlO, Gri99, Kes82J. For site percolation on the triangular lattice, 
one can take t. ,(,·, R) '" (rI R )5/48, see [LSW02]. 

The second Assumption (1.3) is used only once, namely in the proof of 
Theorem 1.5. It is known (in a sharp form with D.4 (1', R ) ~ (TjR)I /4 ) for site 
percolat ion on the t riangular lattice, see IS\:VOl]. Christophe Garban ki ndly 
allowed us to include as Appendix B his proof for bond percolation on the 
square lattice, which is partly inspired by the noise-sensitivity arguments in 
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[BKS99J. It seems possible to extend the proof to a wider range of percolation 
models (by changing the values of the Cj random variables so they become 
centered, rather than using symmetry arguments). 

QUESTION 1.4 (EST lfI'IATI NG P IVOTALS) . For which models can (1.3) be 
proved? Can it be deduced from (1.2)? Is there a geometric argument? 

Summing up the discussion above, we study collections of percolation 
models satisfying Assumptions 1.1. In part icular, our results apply to critical 
and near-critical site percolation on the triangular lattice and bond percola
tion on the square lattice. 

1.3. Definition of the scaling limits . Every discrete percolation config
uration (or a coloring of a t iling) is clearly described by the collection of 
quads (= topological quadrilaterals) which it crosses (and for a fixed lattice 
mesh in a bounded domain a finite collection of quads would suffice). 'vVe 
introduce a setup , which allows to work independently of the lattice mesh 
and pass to the scaling limit, but the idea remains the same: a percolation 
configuration is encoded by a collection of quads - t hose which are crossed 
by clusters. Our setup is inspired by the Dedekind's sect ions and uses the 
metric and ordering on the space of quads. The ordering comes from the ob
vious observation that crossing of a quad automatically contains crossings 
of "shorter" sub-quads, and so possible percolation configurations (= quad 
collections) should satisfy certain monotonicity properties. 

\Ve will work in a domain De e = "[R2. A quad in D is a topological 
quadrilateral , i. e. a homeomorphism Q : [0, IF -+ Q([O, IF) cD. We intro
duce some redundancy when considering quads as parameterized quadrilat
ends, but we avoid certain technicalities. The space of all such quads will be 
denoted by Q = QD. It is a metric space under the uniform metric 

d(QI ,Q,) ~ sup IQI(z) - Q,(z)l · 
zE[O,i]2 

A crossing of Q is a connected compact snbset of [QI ,~ Q( [O, I]') that 
intersects both opposite sides BoQ,~ Q({O) x [O,ID and iJ,Q' ~ Q({I} x 
[0, IIll. We also denote the remaining two sides by IlrQ , ~ Q([O , II x (OJ) 
and fJ,Q , ~ Q([O, I] x (Il) , see Figure 1.3. The whole boundary of Q we 
denote by 8Q. In t he discrete setting there is no difference between connected 
and path-connected crossings, but one can imagine lattice models where the 
probabilities of the two would be different in the scaling limi t. However, for 
the models under consideration, every crossing in the scaling limit almost 
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Q(O,I) 

r::---~a,~Q:"'-___ ~Q(I , I) 
[Q] 7 

L Q(O,O)~---------CQ(I,O) 

f iG 1.3. A quad with a crossing. 

surely can be realized by a Holder continuous curve [AB99J, so t he two 
notions are essentially the same. 

In addition to t he structure of Q D as a metric space, we will also use the 
following partia l order on Qv . If QI , Q2 E Qv, we write Q J ~ Q2 if every 
crossing of Q2 contains a crossing of Q I. The simplest example is seen in 
Figure 1.4. Also, we write Q1 < Q2 if there are open (in the uniform metric) 
neighborhoods Ui of QJ and U2 of Q2 in Qo, such that for every Q E UI 

and Q' E U2 we have Q :::; Q' . Thus, t he set of pairs (Q, Q') E Q2 satisfying 
Q < Q' is the interior of {( Q, Q') E Q2 : Q ::; Q'} in the product topology. 

A subset S c Qo is a lower set if, whenever Q E Sand Q' E Q D satisfies 
Q' < Q, we also have Q' E S. The collection of all closed lower subsets 
of QD will be denoted H D. Any discrete percolation configuration w in C 
is naturally associated with an element Sw of H D: t he set of all quads for 
which w contains a crossing formed by an open cluster. Thus a percolation 
model on the tili ng H,.., induces a probabili ty measure 11-,.., on He (and more 
generally on H D for any domain D contained in its domain of definition). 

A topology is defined on H D by specifying a subbase. If U c QD is 
topologically open and Q E QD, let 

Vu {S E 'liD oSnU7'0), and 

V Q .- {S E 'liD 0 Q ¢ S}. 

If we regard S as a collection of crossed quads, then 

Vu - {S: some quads from U are crossed}, and 

V Q {S: quad Q is not crossed} . 
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Ql(O,I) 

~ .. 
Q2(0,1) [QI] J 

Q2(1,1) 

[Q2] 
I 

f / 
Q2(0,0 ) / Q2( 1,0) 

Ql(O,O) Ql(I,O) 

F IG 1.4. Any crossing of Qz contains a crossing of Q\ J so we write Q\ :S Qz. 

Our topology of choice on 1to will be t he minimal topology To which 
contains every such Vu and VQ. As we will see, (H o, To) is a metrizable 
compact Hausdorff space. The percolation scaling limit configuration will 
be defined as an element of He, and the scaling limit measure is a Borel 
probability measure on He. 

Then the event of a percolation configurat ion crossing a quad Q C01Te

sponds to 
8Q , ~ ~VQ ~ (S E 'Ii, Q E S) c 'Ii. 

We will prove that if QO c Q is dense in Q , then the events E3Q for Q E QO, 
generate the Borel a -field of H. 

1.4 . Statement o/ main results. Construction of the (subsequential) scal
ing limits is accomplished for all random colorings of t rivalent tilings wi thout 
additional assumptions. Other results of this paper apply to all percolation 
models on trivalent tilings, satisfiJing Assumptions 1.1, i.e. the RSW esti
mate (1.2) and the pivot al estimate (1.3). 

As discussed above, we fix a collection of such percolation models indexed 
by a set {1]}, and denote by /1,,, the (locally) discrete probabili ty measure on 
percolation configurations for the model corresponding to parameter 1]. By 
1171 E ~+ we denote the scale parameter of the model (which enters in the 
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RS"V estimates} . Later we will show that 1-£1/ has subsequential scaling limits 
as 1771 ---+ 0, and wi ll work wit h one of t hose, denoted by Po . 

First we present a simplified discrete version of the gluing t heorem. Infor
mally, the statement is that if you fix a quad Qo and a finite length path a 
cutt ing it into two pieces, t hen the discrete percolation configuration outside 
a small neighborhood of Ct reliably predicts t he existence or non-existence 
of a crossing of Qo with probability close to one, uniformly in t he mesh size. 

Following is the precise version, estimating t he random variable which is 
t he conditional probabili ty of observing an open crossing given the configu
ration s-away from o. As a regularity assumption, we need a constant C(o) 
such that for every s > 0 the set 0 can be covered by at most C(O')js balls 
of radius s . T his is t he case if and only if 0 has fin ite I-dimensional upper 
Minkowski content M *'(o) = lim suPS--4o+ (area{z : dist (z,o) < s}) . 

THEORE f\·1 1.5 (DISCRETE G L UI NG) . Consider a collection of percolation 
models satisfying A ssumptions 1.1 . Let Qo E Q be some quad, and let 0 C 
[Qol be a finite union of finite length paths, or more generally a set of finite 
I -dimensional upper Minkowski content. Let BQo denote the event that Qo 
is crossed by w, and for each s > 0 let Fs denote the a-field generated by 
the restriction of w to the complement of the s-neighborhood of o . Then for 
every to > 0, 

lim sup JLo(' < JLo(BQ, I F ,) < 1- ,) = o. 
s","o Itl le (o,s) 

REMARK 1.6 ( GLUI NG IS NON-CONSTRUCTIVE) . Theorem 1.5 essen
tially states that event BQo for any given 11 can be reconstructed with high 
accuracy by sampling crossing events away from o . This does not lead to 
the noise characterization of the scaling limit, since a priori the number of 
events we need to sample can grow out of control as 1111 --+ O. We address 
this by providing a unijorm bound on the number oj events to be sampled in 
Proposition 4 .1 . However, we do not give a recipe, and in general the gluing 
procedure may still depend on 1] . We deal with this possibility by assuming 
that there is a (subsequential) scaling limit, then, since the number oj pos
sible outcomes oj sampling a finite number oj crossing events is finite, we 
can choose a sub-subsequence along which the same procedur'e is used. The 
downside is that, in the current jonn, our results alone cannot be used to 
show the uniqueness oj the percolation scaling limit. 

The previous Remark leads to the following 
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Q UESTION 1.7 (CONSTRUCTIVE GLUI NG) . Can one show that there is 
an independent of'rJ and preferably constructive procedure to predict BQo by 
sampling crossing events away from a 'l 

A positive answer would provide an elegant proof of the uniqueness of 
the scaling limit (provided Cardy's formula is known), make the universal
ity phenomenon more accessible, and lay foundation for t he renonnalization 
theory approach to percolation, similar to one discussed by Langlands, see 
[Lan05] and the references therein. A particularly optimist ic scenario is sug
gested in Conjecture 1. 11. 

Theorem 1.5 is a toy version of our main gluing resul ts, and t he logic 
behind it was folklore for a long time (but strangely enough appeared few 
times in print , as was pointed out in [Ste09]) . The proof proceeds by con
sequently resampling radius 2s balls covering the s-neighborhood of a and 
using the pivotal estimate ( 1.3). For this to work, the bounds have to sum 
up to something small , and so wi th better pivotal estimates we can relax 
assumptions on a (and the number of balls needed to cover it). 

REMA RK 1.8 ( REGULA RITY ASSUMPTIONS ON a). When applying the 
pivotal estimate ( 1.3), we cannot relax the regularity assumption that a has 
finite I-dimensional upper Minkowski content. However, as discussed above, 
most percolation models are expected to satisftj stronger estimates, and then 
the regularity assumption can be considerably weakened (though it cannot 
be dropped) . The set of pivotal points conjecturally has Hausdorff dimension 
3/ 4 in the scaling limit (proved on the triangular lattice in /SWOl j), so if the 
Hausdorff dimension of the set a is greater than 5/4, the two should intersect 
with positive probability (needed correlation estimates are expected to hold) . 
In such a situation, there is little hope to reliably determine the crossing 
without knowledge of a. To be more rigorous, instead of pivotals one has 
to work with the percolation spectrum, but it has the same dimension (see 
/GPSIOaj for the definition and discussion), so a has to be of dimension at 
most 5/ 4. On the other hand, our proof works for sets 0' of dimension smaller 
than 2 minus dimension of the pivotal points, provided also that an 8Qo is 
finite. So 5/ 4 seems to be the correct dimensional threshold, and this can be 
established for· the critical site percolation on the triangular lattice. 

REMA RK 1.9 ( CROSSINGS WITH PI NITE INTERSECTION NU!"I'IBER). Sup
pose that a smooth curve a cuts the quad Qo into two quads Q + and Q _ . 
The follOwing informal discussion concerns the critical percolation scaling 
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limit, assuming its existence and conformal invariance (but it can be eas~ 
iiy made more precise by war-king with the limits of discrete configurations 
and events). First observe, that open clusters inside Q± intersect the smooth 
boundar1J 0: on a set of Hausdorff dimension 2/3, (and we have a control 
for the correlation of points inside it). Being independent, two large open 
clusters on opposite sides of 0: have a positive probability of touching. But 
if they touch at some point x E 0, we cannot have a large closed cluster 
passing thmugh x and separating them. Indeed, that would mean a four-arm 
event occurring at the pivotal point x on the smooth curve 0:, and since 
a4 = 5/4, the set 0/ pivotal points has Hausdorff dimension 3/4 and so al
most surely does not inter"sect the smooth a. Thus the two open clusters in 
Q± which touch on a are in fact parts of the same large open cluster in Qo. 
We conclude, that given a smooth curve a, with positive probability there is 
a crossing of Qo which intersects a only once. 

The last remark says that for a smooth curve a , if we condition on the 
quad being crossed, the probability of finding a crossing intersecting a only 
finitely many times is positive. We can ask whether this conditional proba
bility is one, leading to the following: 

CON JECTURE 1.10 ( FINITE INT ERSECTION PROPERTY). LdQ be a quad 
and a a smooth curve. Then in the scaling limit, given existence of a cross
ing/ ther-e is almost surely a crossing intersecting a only a finite number of 
times. 

Alternatively, one can formulate a d iscrete version, which is a pflori 
stronger (for an equivalent one we would have to count small scale pack
ets of intersections): 

CON JECTURE 1.11 (TIG HTNESS OF INTERSECT IONS). Let Q be a quad 
and a a smooth curve. For a discrete percolation measure flrlj let the random 
variable NTJ = NTJ (Q, a) be the minimal possible number of intersections 
with a for a crossing of Q (and 0 if Q is not crossed) . Then N,/ is tight as 
Iryl ~ o. 

Proving either of these conjectures would not only simplify our proof of the 
main theorem, but also provide an easy and constructive "gluing procedure": 
we take all :<excursions" (= crossings in the complements of a) and check 
whether a crossing of Q can be assembled from finitely many of them (as 
discussed in Remark 1.9, the finite number of excursions will necessarily 
connect into one crossing). Such a procedure would give a very short proof 
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of the uniqueness of the fu ll percolation scaling limit , provide an elegant 
setup for the renormalization t heory of percolation crossings, and show that 
the "finite model" discussed by Langlands and Lafortune in [LL94] indeed 
approximates the critical percolation. Note that if Conjectures above fa il , the 
construct ive procedure for gluing crossings will have to deal with countably 
many excursions intersecting a on a Cantor set C. Then the criterion for 
possibility of gluing the excursions into one crossing is likely to be in terms 
of some capacitary (or dimensional) characteristics of C. 

The critical percolation scaling limit is conjectured to be conformally in
variant, which was established for site percolation on the t riangular lattice 
[SmiOla, SmiOlb]. In Remark 1.9 we mentioned that, for a given quad Qo , a 
smooth curve a has the property that two large clusters inside two compo
nents of [Qo] \ a touch each other (on a) with positive probabi li ty. One can 
ask, whether an arbi t rary curve a would always enjoy t hi s property, and the 
answer is negative. Moreover , under conformal invariance assumption, this 
property (equivalent to positive probability of finding a crossing intersect
ing a only fini tely many times) can be reformulated in terms of multi fractal 
propert ies of harmonic meaSUl'e on two sides of fr. Below we present an infor
mal argument to this effect, note a lso similar discussions in the SLE context 
in [GRS08[. 

To simplify the matters, we discuss a related (and probably equivalent) 
property that the expected number of such touching points for two large 
clusters inside two components of [Qo] \ fr is posit ive (or even infini te). Let 
f(a+, a_) be the two-sided dimension spectrum of harmonic measure on 
a, see [APSlO]. Roughly speaking, f(a+ , a_} is the dimension of the set of 
z E a where harmonic measures w± on two sides of a have power laws a±: 

Consider a set E C a such that harmonic measures w± have power laws 
a± on E. Cover most of E by a collection of balls Bj of small radi i Tj . By 
conforma l invariance, the probability of a ball Bj to be touched by a la rge 
open cluster on the "+ side" of fr is governed by its harmonic measure and 
Cardy's formula [SmiOlb] that gives the exponent 1/ 3: 

P+(Bj } ~ W+(Bj}I /3 ~ 1·?/3 . 

Combining with t he similar est imate on the "- side," we wri te an estimate 
for the expected number of balls Bj touched by large clusters on both sides: 

L P+(Bj)P_(Bj) '" L ,.;"++"-1/3
. 

j j 
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Here the right hand side is small (large) when (a+ + a_) / 3 is bigger (smaller) 
than dim(E), since L.j r1im

(E) ~ 1. \Ve conclude that the expected number 
of points touched by large clusters on both sides is positive if and only if we 
can find E such that (a+ + a_ ) / 3 < dim(E ). 

R EMA RK 1.12 (SHA RPNESS OF T HE FI NITE INTERSECTION PROPERTY ) . 

It seems that positive probability of having a crossing intersecting Q a finite 
number of times is roughly equivalent to the existence of positive exponents 
u+ and a_ such that the two-sided multi/raetal spectrum of harmonic mea
sure on a satisfies 3/(a+ ,a_) > a+ + a_, see (A PSI OJ for discussion of 
such spectra. The latter- property seems to fail even for some non-smooth Ct 

of dimension close to one, so we do not expect the factorization property to 
be equivalent to the finite intersection property, but rather to be a weaker 
one. 

Before proving the main theorem, we discuss a new framework for the 
percolation scaling limit and show that collection of discrete random col
orings is precompact, so in this framework the subsequential scaling limits 
exist for any random model. 

Recall that we work with Ho, which is the collection of all closed lower 
(i.e. mono tonicity of the crossing events is obeyed) subsets of Qo, which one 
should think of as sets of quads crossed. The topology TD is the minimal 
one containing all sets Vu (of S such that some quads in U are crossed) and 
VQ (of S such that Q is not crossed). 

We now list some important properties of Ho. 

THAEOREfo,'1 1.13 ( T HE SPACE OF PERCOLATI ON CONFIGU RATI ONS ). Let 
D ee be topologically open and nonempty. 

1. (HD , To) is a compact metrizable Hausdorff space. 
2. Let A be a dense subset of QD. If 5 1, 52 E HD satisfy 51 n A = S2 n A , 

then 51 = 82. Moreover, the O'-field generated by VQ, Q E A is the 
Borel a ~field of (lt~ , To). 

3. If 8 1, 82 , ... is a sequence in HD and 8 E HD , then Sj -. 8 in TD is 
equivalent to 8 = lim SUPj Sj = lim iufj 8 j . 

4· Let D' c D be a subdomain, and for S E HD let 8' := 8 n QD' . Then 
S 1-+ 8' is a continuous map from H D to H 0' . 

In the above, lim infj 8j is the set of Q E Qo such that every neighborhood 
of Q intersects all but finitely many of the sets Sj, and lim SUPj 5j is the set 
of Q E QD such that every neighborhood of Q intersects infinitely many of 
the sets 8j . 
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R EfI'IA RK 1.14 (ApPLICABI LITY or T HEOREM 1.13 ) . The result con
cerns the topological properties of the space of percolation configurations 
(colorings of Wings), and involves no probability measures. Thus it can be 
applied to any random coloring of a trivalent tiling (into open and closed 
tiles), yielding results for dependent models, like the Fortuin-Kasteleyn per
colation. 

It follows from the Theorem above that t he space of continuous func
t ions on (Jiv) Tv) is separable, and hence the unit ball in its dual space 
M(Jiv) of Borel measures is compact (by the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, 
3.15 in [Rud73j), metrizable (by 3.16 in [Rud73j), and obviously Hausdorff 
in the weak-* topology. The space of probability measures being a closed 
convex subset of the unit ball, we arrive at the fo llowing 

COROLLARY 1.15 (THE SPACE or PERCOLATION MEASURES). The space 
P rob(Jiv) of Borel probability measures on (Jiv , Tv ) with weak-* topology 
is a compact metrizable Hausdorff space. 

Discrete percolation measures MrI clearly belong to Prob(Hv) and hence 
t he existence of percolation subsequential scaling limits (or, more generally, 
for any random colorings) is an immediate corollary: 

COROLLARY 1.16 ( PRECOM PACT NESS). The collection of all discrete 
measures {J-L,/} (corresponding to random colorings of trivalent tilings) is 
precompact in the topology of weak-* convergence on Prob(Hv). 

R EMARK 1. 17 (NET S VS. SEQUENCES). We can make {1J} a directed set 
by writing 1JI :::s m whenever l1Jti ;::: Iml· Then the scaling limit 1iml'1I ..... 0 141 is 
just the limit of the net J.L,/. Since the target space Prob(Hv) is metrizable 
and hence first-countable , it is enough to work with the notion of convergence 
along sequences, rather than nets. In particular, if limj ..... oo j.£71j = 110 for every 
sequence 1"Jj with limj ..... oo 111j I = 0, then limllll _o 141 = flo· 

R EMARK 1.18. Our construction keeps information about all macro
scopic percolation events, and so gives the full percolation scaling limit at or 
near· criticality. For the critical site percolation on triangular lattice, Gar
ban, Pete and Schramm explain in section 2 of (GPSIOcj that the scaling 
limit is unique) appealing to the work {CN06j of Camia and Newman. Basi
cally, we know the probabilities of individual crossing events, and it allows 
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to reconstruct the whole picture, albeit in a difficult way. It would be in
teresting to establish the uniqueness using an appropriate modification of 
Proposition 4.1 . 

So that our t heorems apply even to models where t he uniqueness of the 
scaling limit has not been proved yet , we work with one of the subsequential 
limits Jio - a Borel probability measure on 'He, provided by Corollary 1.16. 
By Theorem 1.13, the Borel O"-field of H D is 0"(8Q ' Q E QD ), i.e. is 
generated by the crossing events inside D. Let FD: = a{BQ: Q E QD) also 
denote t he corresponding subfield of t he Borel a-field of 'He. 

THEOREM 1.19 (FACTORI ZATION). Consider a collection of percolation 
models, satisfying Assumptions 1.1. Let D be a domain, and let aCe be a 
finite union of finite length paths with finitely many double points. Denote 
the components of D \ 0' by D j . Then for any subsequential scaling limit 

(1 .4) 

up to sets of measure zero. 

Again, we note t hat this does not hold when Q' is a sufficiently wild path. 
Fix a subsequential scaling limit of the cri tical percolation for the bond 

model on the square lattice or for the site model on the triangular lattice. 
By the results above for a domain D it is described by a probability space 
(HD , FD , ttD), which is invariant under translations of t he plane (in fact , 
under all conformal transformations, but it is so far established for t he tri
angular lattice only), depends continuously on D , and satisfies (1.4). Then 
in the language of Tsirelson (see [Tsi04aj, Definition 3dl ) it is a noise or a 
homogeneous continuous product of probability spaces with a Boolean base 
given by an appropriate algebra of piecewise-smooth planar domains (e.g. 
generated by rectangles) . 

There is a well developed and beautiful t heory of noises, and we refer the 
reader to two exposi tions [Tsi04a, Tsi04bj by Tsirelsol1 . In particular, every 
noise call be decomposed into a Hcla.'3sical," or "stable" part and a ~;non

classical," or "sensitive" part. White noise is purely classical, and purely 
110n-classical noises are called "black" by Tsirelson . The black noises are 
difficult to construct, with t he first example given by Tsirelson and Vershik 
in [TV98j. As pointed out by Tsirelson in [Tsi05j and in Remark 8a2 of 
[Tsi04bj, percolation noise has to be non-classical , and so our paper provides 
the first genuinely two-dimensional example of a black noise: 
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COROLLA RY 1.20 ( P ERCOLATION IS A NOISE). Thus we conclude that, 
in the language of Tsirelson {Tsi04a}, any subsequential scaling limit as above 
is a noise with a Boolean base given by an appropriate algebr-a of piecewise
smooth planar domains (e.g. generated by rectangles). Therefore, it has to 
be a black noise, as explained in {Tsi04b}, Remark 8a2. 

By t he conjectured universality) a ll the critical percolation models should 
have the same scaling limit and so correspond to the same black noise. The 
situation with near-critical noises is less clear ) so the followi ng question was 
proposed by Christophe Garban (the answer is expected to be negative): 

Q UEST ION 1.21. Are the noises arising fmm the critical and near-critical 
models isomorphic, or do we get a family of different noises'? 

The notion of isomorphism for noises is discussed by T sirelson in Section 
4a of [Tsi04aj. R.oughly speaki ng) we ask whether one can get a near-critical 
noise from the critical one by a local deterministic procedure'? Note that the 
current construction of the near-critical percolation scaling limit would use 
the critical percolat ion a long with some extra randomness) as in [CFN06, 
GPSlOb). 

Our construction of t he scaling limit applies to general random colorings, 
and much of what we do afterwards mostly uses "anTIs estimates," which 
are known for a wider class of models, than just percolation. Therefore it is 
logical to ask 

Q UEST ION 1.22 . To what extent out results apply to the models with 
dependence'? One has to be more careful in formulating the results, since now 
the configuration inside a domain depends on the boundaT1J conditions, but 
this can be addressed by working with a full-plane model and stripe domains. 

Acknowledgments . Vve are thankful to Christophe Garban and Wendelil1 
\~lerner for useful conversations. T he second author is grateful to Hugo 
Duminil-Copin, Clement Hongler, Gabor Pete, Jeff Steif, the referee, and 
especially Christophe Garban and Boris Tsirelson for their comments on 
the manuscript. 

2. The Discrete G luing Theorem. 

In this Section, we prove Theorem 1.5. 
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Applying several t imes in succession Lemma A.I : we can find a smooth 
(Le. given by a diffeomorphism) quad Q, such t hat the crossing events for 
Qo and Q are arbi trarily close. By the same Lemma, as c --+ 0, t he crossing 
event fo r Q is well approximated by t he crossing event of its perturbation 
Q~ := Q ([e , 1 - £]2). On the other hand, a has finite length and so for almost 
every c t he intersection an 8Qf: is fini te . This can be deduced , e.g., from 
the area t heorem in t he geometric measure t heory [Fcd69, Mat95], which 
implies tha t an ort hogonal projection of a rectifiable curve on a given line 
covers almost every point at most finitely many times. 

Thus, approximating if necessary, we can assume t hat 0: intersects 8Qo at 
fini tely many points Xi, i = 1, ... , k. Fix EO > 0, then by the RSW' estimate 
(1.2), there is an T > 0 such that , if 0 < 1171 < T , then the probability under 
/1-,., that there is a crossing of Qo which intersects any of the disks B (Xi , T ) 

is less than EO. Fix such an T , remove from the curve Ct the disks, the rest 
will be away from t he boundary, simplifying fu t ure estimates: 

0'.' .- a \ uiB (Xil T), and 

d .- inf{lx-yl :x E a' , y EiJQo} > O. 

Fix s E (O)d/ 4). By the regularity assumption) we can choose n::; C(a)/s 
balls of radius s, entirely covering a. Denote their centers by W I , W 2 , ... , W n , 

and set B j := B (wJ , 28) . 
Let M denote the union of the set of t iles of H T) that intersect t he s

neighborhood of a' minus Ui B (Xi, T). Assume 117 1 < 8 , so that !v! would 
be cont ained in the 2s-neighborhood of a' . Let wand w' be samples from 
J1-T) t hat agree on the complement of 1\1{ and are independent in M . For 
j = 0, 1, ... , n , let Wj be the configuration t hat agrees with Wi on t he t iles 
of H T) lying inside B J U Bu ' . . U B j and agrees with w elsewhere. Then each 
Wj is a fair sample from Ji-,/ . Also observe that Wo = w and W n differs from 
Wi only inside u iB(Xi, T) . 

Our goal is to estimate 

which we will do by successively comparing Wj - l to Wj ' Fix j E {I , 2, . . . , n }. 

In order for { Wj - l E BQo } n { Wj ~ BQo } to hold ) there must be a crossing 
in Wj _ 1 from 8oQo to ChQo that goes through Bj and t here must be a dual 
closed crossing in Wj from OJ Q o to 0 3QO t hat goes through B j , see Figure 2.2. 
Thus, in Wj we have the four arm event from oBj to fJQo. Since the radius 
of B j is 2 s and the distance from B j to oQo is at least d - 2 s > d/ 2, by 
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[Qol 

FIG 2.1 . Setup JOT the prooj oj the discrete gluing theorem in the simplest case. 

Assumption (1.3) we have 

P [Wj _l E BQo,wj rt BQoJ <; P,i( Z, 28, dj2) < (J/ 2)' /',.4(28,dj2) . 

Summing over j, we conclude t hat 

n 

P two E BQo' Wn 1:. BQo] ::; L P [Wj _1 E BQo' Wj ¢. BQo] 
j = 1 

<; n U/2) . /',.4 (28, dj2) 

C(a) 48 
<; - 8- . d . /',.,(28, dj2) 

4C(a) 
<; d . /',., (28, dj2) . 

By Assumption 1.1 the right hand side tends to 0 with s, and so we can make 
sure t hat P two E B Qo' Wn ¢. BQo] < fO by choosing s sufficiently small. This 
is the only place in the paper, where we use the pivotal estimate (1.3). 
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[Qol 

F!G 2.2. Ij resampling a part of the ball B j changes the crossing event, than there are two 
open crossings fro m Bi to 8oQo and thQo, and two dual closed crossings from Bi to 8oQo 
and &'Qo, - a four ann event. 

Now, recall that Wo = w, and Wn differs from Wi only near endpoints of 
curves in 0, i.e. inside uiB (Xi, T) . By our choice of T, we have the estimate 
P [wn E 8QOl Wi ¢. 8Qol < fO. Summing t he above, we get the bound 

P [W E BQ" w' <t BQoJ < 2'0 · 

Now note t hat by fi rst conditioning on F s and then using t he fact t hat w 
and Wi are condit ionally independent given F 8 , we obtain 

2'0 > P [w E BQ"w' ¢ BQoJ = E [I'<, (BQo I F ,)(l - I',,(B Qo IF ,))]. 

In particular , by Chebyshev inequality, 

Since fO was an arbitrary positive number , t his completes the proof. 0 
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3. The space of lower sets. 

The main goal of this Section is to provide an abstract setup for the 
percolation scaling limit and to prove Theorem 1.13 . \~re discuss topology 
on t he space ltx of closed lower subsets of an abstract part ially ordered 
topological space X . In the percolation case, X corresponds to t he space 
Qo of quads, and t he space (ltx , T'H ) to the space (lto, To) of percolation 
configurations in a domain D c if.:. 

With these conventions, Theorem 1.13 directly follows from Theorem 3.10 
below. The lat ter applies to the space of percolation configurations (colorings 
of tilings), since Qo is clearly second-countable, (3.1) holds by defini t ion and 
(3.2) holds since a quad Qo can be easily approximated by smaller quads 
(e.g. by quads Qq wit h q = (-f,f, 1 + f, I -f) from the proof of Lemma 5.1 ). 

Vve now start t he (mostly classical) abstract construction , inspired by 
the Dedekind 's sections. Let (X , T) be a topological space, let ~x denote 
the collection of topologically closed subsets of X . For a topologically open 
U C X and a compact J( C X let 

Wu - {F E Ox,F n U fo }, 

WK {F E Ox,F n J( =O }. 

Let T be the topology on ~x generated by a ll such sets WI( and Wu . It is 
a more convenient version of t he Vietoris topology, called Fell topology or 
topology of closed convergence. 

The following result is Lemma 1 in [FeI62J: 

P ROPOSITION 3.1. (~x , T ) is compact. 

For completness we include a short proof, based on Ale.xander 's subbase 
theorem (see, e.g., theorem 5.6 in [Ke175]), which states that if B is a subbase 
for the topology on a space X and every cover of X by elements of B contains 
a fini te subcover, t hen X is compact. 

P ROOP. By Alexander 's subbase theorem it suffices to show that every 
cover of JX by sets of the form Wu (where U E T) and WI( (where J( C X 
is compact) has a fini te subcover. Let 

{Wu ' U E I} U {WK , J( E J} :::J ~x 

be such a cover. Observe that UUEI WU = WO, where U = UUE I U. Let 
F := X \ U, and note that F is topologically closed. Since F E JX c 
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WOUUKEJ WJ< , we know that F E UKEJ Hr I< , namely, there is some J(o E J 
with F E 1V K o. In other words, F n Ko = 0; that is, [(0 c U. Since Ko is 
compact and {U : U E I} covers Ko, there is some finite I' c I such that 
{U : U E I f} covers Ko- Then {Wu : U El'} U {Hf KO} is a finite cover of 
OX. 0 

Now suppose that "<" denotes a partial order on X such that 

(3.1) R:= {(x ,y) E X': x < y} is a topoJogicallyopen subset of X" 

Define R X := {y E X: y < x} and R x := {y EX : x < V}. Then for every 
x E X these sets are topologically open. A set H eX is said to be lower 
if x E H implies R X c H. Let 1ix denote the collection of all topologically 
closed lower sets. 

PROPOSITION 3.2 . Assuming (3.1), Hx C JX is closed with respect to 
the topology T; that is, 6X \ H x E T. 

PROOF'. Set U x := W {x} n yVR", and 

U:= U Ux={F: 3x,y withx<y, yEF, x1- F }. 
xEX 

Then U is topologically open and H x = ~x \ u. o 

Let Ix be the topology of H x as a subspace of ~x. It is the topology 
generated by the sets Vu := WunHx and VK := H! K nHx , for topologically 
open U and compact f{ subsets of X. As we will later see, in our setting 
it is sufficient to restrict ourselves to one-point compact sets, working with 
V {x}, which we will often abbreviate V X. 

For simplici ty we will also abbreviate H := H x and T := TH. Proposi
tions 3.1 and 3.2 imply that (H , T) is compact. 

In general, H does not have to be a Hausdorff space, even if X is Hausdorff. 
Indeed, the sufficient condition would be for X to be Hausdorff and compact, 
but for the application we have in mind , X is not compact. However, the 
following result gives another sufficient condit ion for H to be Hausdorff: 

PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose, in addition to (3.1), that 

(3. 2) 'tx E X , x E R " . 

Then (H , T) is a Hausdorff space. 
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PROOF. Let HI , H2 E 1t be different , then one of the two differences 
H I \ H2 and H2 \ H I is non-empty, withou t loss of generality the first one. 
Take some x E HI \ H2. Since X \ H2 is topologically open in X and contains 
x E R X, we can find some y E R X n (X \ H2) = R X \ H2. Then VRy is 
disjoint from V Y. "tvloreover, HIE Vny and H2 E V Y. So there are disjoint 
topologically open sets in I containing H I and H2, respectively, and t he 
space is Hausdorff. 0 

REMARK 3.4. Let I' be the topology on ~x generated by the sets Wu , 
U E Tx and W {x}, x EX. Since this topology is coarser than I , Proposi
tion 3.1 implies that (~x , If) is compact. The proof of Proposition 3.2 shows 
that'H is a topologically closed subset of ~x , also with respect to T'. More
over, assuming {3.2}, the proof of Proposition 3.3 shows that 'H is Hausdorff 
with respect to If. It is well known (and not hard to verify, see theorem 5.8 
in /Kel'l5j) that if a compact topology on a space is finer than a Hausdorff 
topology on the same space, then they must be equal. We conclude that the 
topology on 1t induced by T is the same as that induced by T' whenever· (3.2) 
and (3.1 ) hold. 

L EMMA 3.5. Suppose that (3.1 ) and (3.2) hold, and that Xo is a dense 
subset of X. If H I) H2 E 'H and H I =j:. H2, then H I n Xo =j:. H2 n Xo. 

PROOF. Take x E H I \ H2, if the latter is non-empty. Then (3.2) implies 
that n x \ H2 =j:. 0. Since Xo is dense and n x \ H2 is topologically open and 
nonempty, we have X o n n x \ H2 =j:. 0. Because n x c H I, this implies that 
H I n Xo =j:. H2 n Xo. A symmetric argument applies if H2 \ H I =j:. 0. 0 

In t he next Lemma we characteri ze convergence of nets in 1tx. As we 
shall see, (1tx , Ix.) is first countable, thus convergence of sequences actually 
leads to the same properties, but we decided to work with the more general 
notion for now, since it does not lead to additional difficulties. 

Suppose t hat D is a directed set (i.e. part ially ordered by"::;" so that 
every two elements have a common upper bound), and {y"t}nE'D is a net 
(i.e. a sequence indexed by D) of subsets of X. We wri te lim sUPn Y,., for 
the set of all x E X with the property that for every topologically open 
U C X containing x and for every mE]) there is some n ::: m in ]) 
satisfying Yn n U =j:. 0. Similarly, lim infn Yn is the set of all x E X with 
the property that for every topologically open U C X containing x there is 
some mE]) such t hat y;, n U =j:. 0 for every n ::: m . VIle write Y = limn Y,., 
if Y = lim sup" Yn = lim infn Y,., . 
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LEMMA 3.6. A ssume that (3.1 ) and (3.2) hold, and that Sit, nE V , lS 

a net with 5n E 1t for even) n . 

1. If limn S n c X exists, then limn Sn E 'H. 
2. If the net Sn converges to S with respect to T , then S = limn Sn. 
S. Conversely, if S = limn SrI! then the net Sn converges to S with respect 

to T. 

PROOF. To prove (1), suppose t hat S = limn S n) xE S and y < x . T hen 
x E R y. Therefore, t here is some m E V such t hat Sn n R y f- 0 for every 
n t m . Since S n E 1i, this implies that y E S n for every n t m . Thus, 
yE S , which proves that S is a lower set. The defini t ion of limn 8 11 makes 
it clear that S is topologically closed. This proves (1) . 

To prove (2), suppose t ha t 5n converges to S wi th respect to T . Let xE S. 
If U c X is topologically open and contains x, then S E Vu . Therefore, there 
is some 1n E 'D such that STI E Vu for every n ~ 1n . But STI E Vu is equivalent 
to Sn n u =I 0 . Therefore, x E lim inf1l STI; that is, S c lim infn Sn. Now 
suppose t hat y 1. S. By (3.2) there is some z E R Y \ S. T hen S E V Z

• 

Consequently, t here is some 1n E 'D such t hat Sn E V Z fo r all n ~ 1n. Hence 
S n n R z = 0 for all n ~ 1n . Since y E R z and R z is topologically open, 
this implies tha t y rt lim SUPn 8n. Thus, S ~ lim sUPn Sn. Summing it up, 
we have lim inf1l Sn ~ S ~ lim sUPn Sn. Since lim infn Sn C lim sUP/t S1I1 this 
proves (2). 

To prove (3), suppose that S = limn Su' Then we know from (1) t hat 
S E 1t. Suppose t hat Snj is a subnet of Sn that converges to some S' E 1t. By 
(2), we have S' = limj Snj ' Therefore, S' = S. Thus, every convergent subnet 
of S1l converges to S . Since 1t is compact, this proves t hat STI converges to 
S, and completes the proof of the Lemma. 0 

LEMMA 3.7. A ssuming (3.1) an d (3.2), if X is second-countable (i.e. 
with a countable base), then Jt is second-countable an d hence metrizable. 

PROOF. Assume that X is second-countable. In particular, t here is a 
countable dense set Xo e X. Let B be a countable basis for Tx . We claim 
that 6 ' := {Vu : U E 6} u {V " : x E Xo} is a subbase fo r T. 

Indeed, if U' E Tx , then there is a subset J c B such that U' = U UEJ U. 
Then Vu' = U UEJ Vu; thus, Vu' is in the minimal topology containing B' . 

Now suppose tha t x E X , then 

(3.3) V x = vY . 
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Indeed, if S E VX, then x fJ- S and by (3.2) the topologically open set 
R X \ S is nonempty. Take some y E X 0 n R X \ S, then SEVY . This proves 
that V X C UyEXonR" VY. Since y < x, we also have VY C V X for y E R X

, 

concluding that VX = UyEXOn R" VY. Thus V X is also in the minimal topology 
containing 8 1

• 

Now Remark 3.4 shows that 8 ' is a subbase for T. Since 8 1 is countable, 
T also has a countable basis (of all fini te intersections of elements of 8 1

). 

By Proposition 3.3, topology T is Hausdorff. Since a second-countable 
compact Hausdorff space is metrizable (which follows from t he Urysohn 's 
theorem 4.16 in [Kcl75]), this completes the proof. 0 

LEMMA 3.8. Suppose that (3.1) and (3.2) hold, and that X o is a dense 
subset of X. Then the Borel a-field of ('H. , T) is genemted by V Y, Y E Xo. 

PROOF. Observe that the Borel a-field of ('H. , T ) is generated by topolog
ically open sets, which in turn are generated by the sets of t he form Vu and 
V X for topologically open U C X and x EX. So we must prove that those 
can be obtained from V Y, y E Xo by the operations of countable union, 
intersection and t aking complements. 

For x E X , the set V X can be obtained as V X = U yExOn R" VY, by (3.3). 
For a topologically open U C X note t hat by the definitions Vu = 

UXEU "" V x , Therefore Vu ::J UyEUnxo""VY, On the other hand , take x E U. 
By (3.2) we can find y E Xo inside the topologically open set Un R X

, 

then y < x and ...,V X c ...,V Y. Thus Vu C UyEu n x o ...,VY. Vve conclude that 
Vu = UyEunxo ...,VY, and so the sets Vu can also be obtained . 0 

Finally observe that a topologically open X' C X inherits the properties 
(3. 1) and (3.2) from X , and the following continuity under inclusions holds: 

L EMMA 3.9. 
iJ> (S):= Snx' . 

Let X' c X be topologically open, and for S E 1tx let 
Then IP is a continuous map from 1ix to 'H.X" 

PROOF. Vve have to check that preimages of topologically open sets a re 
also topologically open. This follows easily since a topologically open subset 
U c X' is topologically open inside X and 1P- 1 (VV) = VV, while for x E XI 
we have 1P- 1 (V X) = V x . 0 

Summing it up, we arrive at the following 

THEOREM 3.10. Let (X ,T) be a partially ordered second-countable topo
logical space, such that the ordering satisfies (3.1 ) and (3.2). Then 
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1. ('H.x, T'H) is a compact metrizable Hausdorff space. 
2. Let Xo be a dense subset of X. If 5!, 52 E 'li x satisfy 5\nXo = S2nXO, 

then 51 = 52 - Moreover, the cr-field generated by VY ,yE Xo is the 
Borel a-field of ('Hx , T,,). 

3. If {Sn} is a sequence in Hx and S E 'H.x I then Sn - S in T1t is 
equivalent to S = lim sUPn Sn = lim inrl! Sn' 

4 . Let X' c X be a topologically open subset, and for S E Hx let I}>(S ) := 

Sn X', Then I}:l is a continuous map from 'H.x to 1ix ', 

PROOF. Part 1 follows from P ropositions 3.1, 3.2 and Lemma 3.7; part 2 
follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8; part 3 follows from Lemma 3.6; and part 
4 follows from Lemma 3.9. 0 

4. Uniformity in the m esh s ize. 

In this Section, we prove a mesh-independent version of the gluing theo
rem: 

P ROPOSIT ION 4 .1 (MES H-INDE P ENDENT GLUING). Let De e be some 
domain, and let Qo E QD be a piecewise smooth quad in D. Suppose that a C 
C is a finite union of finite length paths, with finitely many double points. 
Consider a collection of percolation models indexed by a set {17}. A ssume that 
I--i--rI converges to (a subsequential) scaling limit /10 as mesh 1171 -+ O. Then for 
even) € > 0 there is a finite set of piecewise smooth quads Q( C QD\a: 

and a subset W ( C H , which is measumble with respect to the finite a-field 
a (8Q ' Q E Q,), such that 

(4.1 ) 

PROOF'. This is the most technically difficult part of our paper. T he 
rough plan is as follows: we set up a thin strip around a, and cut it into 
"bays," forming a neighborhood of a , and a part away from a , bounded by 
"beaches." Partition depends on the percolation configuration, and has t he 
properties that (i) percolation in the neighborhood of a is decoupled from 
the rest, and (ii) the crossings outside this neighborhood can be encoded 
by a finite information , stable under small perturbations of the percolation 
configuration. \"le use a complicated construction of the neighborhood for 
the sake of the property (ii) . To effect ively bound the needed crossing infor
mation away from a (whose amount grows as we pass to the scali ng limit) , 
we further coarse-grain this procedure to a fixed small scale, when it is 
described by a finite a-field. This will allow to write the required estimates. 
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\:Ve now star t t he proof by fixing a countable subsequence {'TJj} from our 
set , such that 111J I -----Jo 0 (and {/.7/j converges to Jio). Recall that by Remark 1.17 
in our sett ing it is sufficient to work with sequences, rather than nets. 

Setup for the neighborhood of a. Reasoning like in the proof of Theorem 1.5 
(the first paragraph of Section 2), we can approximate the quad Qo, by quads 
whose boundaries intersect a on a finite set . Thus we can assume that a has 
fin itely many double points, intersects fJQo on a finite set. Prolonging some 
of the curves in a if necessary (to cut the non-simply-connected components 
into smaller pieces) , we can further assume that each component of [Qol \ a 
is simply connected. 

Fix small EO > O. Define two random variables: one given by the ind icator 
function of the crossing event Yo := l s

Qo
; and another by the conditional 

probability of a crossing, given the percolation configuration s-away from a: 

Y, := />ry(ElQo IF,). 

Here Fs , 8 > 0, denotes the O'-field generated by the restr iction of w to 
the complement of the 8-neighborhood of a, as in Theorem 1.5. By that 
theorem, for all sufficiently small 8 > 0, 

(4.2) sup J-L1I(€O < Ys < 1 ~ EO) < EO · 
11IIE(O,s) 

Denote by Xi, i = 1, ... , n, the finitely many points where a intersects fJQo, 
as well as the endpoints and the double points of curves in a. Let d be the 
minimum over i of the distances from Xi to other Xj'S and the farthest of 
fJoQo and ChQo · \:Ve now fix s > 0 sufficiently small so that (4.2) holds, a nd 
sufficiently small so that for i = 1, ... , n, the balls B(Xi' 2s) are disjoint, and 

(4.3) sup l-4l3 a crossing from B (Xi' 2 8) to 8B(Xi , d/3)) < co/n . 
11IIE (O,s) 

T he latter follows for small 8 from the RSW estimate (1.2). We also require 
that t he intersection of a with ui8B(Xi, 8) is finite (which holds for almost 
every value of 8, since the total length of a is finite). 

For the following construction, the reader is advised to refer to Figure 4.1 . 
Let {3 and {3' be finite unions of disjoint smooth simple paths in [Qol \ 
UiB(xiJ s), and let f( be t he closure of the union of connected components 
of 

[QoJ \ (U, 8 (x" s) Up UP') 

whose boundary intersects both {3 and {3'. We can choose these unions of 
paths so that 
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[Qol 

Xi 

f3 
f3' 
O! 

Xn 

FIG 4.1 . Curves in 0: are between {J' which are in turn between {3 . We modify configumtion 
on the small discs so that long quads bounded by f3 and f3' on long sides, have open tiles 
all one short side and closed on another. 

• all their endpoints belong to U/)B(Xil S) , 
• {3' separates (3 from cr, 
• t he connected component of [Q oJ \ f3 that contains a is contained III 

the (s/2)-neighborhood of Ct , 

• each component of connectivity I<j of J( is a quad with two "long" 
sides on {3 a nd f3' and two "short" sides on two of t he circles 8B(x j, s). 

It is immediate to verify that there exist such unions of pat hs. 

Bays and beaches. The following construction is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
Let w be a sample from l.t.,., for some small 17 > O. For somewhat technical 
reasons it will be convenient to consider in place of w the configuration w 
which is modified on the t iles intersect ing d isks B {xj, s) . \Ne alter w so that 
for every component J(i one of two short sides is covered by open tiles and 
another by closed. Clearly, (4.3 ) implies that if 1] < s, 

(4.4) 
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An interface 

{3' 

An open beach 
An open bay 

A closed bay A palm tree on 8. closed beach 

FIG 4.2. Interfaces between open and closed clusters, starting from {J, cut the strips l<; 
into components. Bays are the components touching {J', and are alternatively open and 
closed. Beaches are the inner boundaries of the bays, when entered through {J' . 

For this reason, studying w will still be useful. 
In what follows , we start on the curve f3 and explore all the potential 

crossings of the strip between f3 and f3'. To be more precise, denote by ow 
the set of percolation interfaces - curves, separating open t iles in w from 
the closed ones. Let I be t he set of connected components of the intersection 
of ow wi~h the interior of]{ (i.e., percolation interface in the interior of ](), 
and let I denote the set of elements of I that have at least one endpoint 
on f3 . T he definition of w guarantees that ill each component Ie t here is at 
least one interface of w with one endpoint on f! and the other Ol~ f3'. 

Let r denote t he union of the elements of I ; that is. r = U I = U')"E!'Y. 
Each connected component of J( \ r which meets f3' will be called a bay. 
Clearly, each point in f3' is in the closure of some bay, and for each bay its 
intersection with f3' is connected. Let B be some bay. The union of the tiles 
of H1) that intersect B as well as oB \ f3' will be called t he beach of B. It 
is easy to see that t he beach is connected, and all t he tiles in t he beach are 
either open (Le. in w) or closed (not in w) . If they are all open [respectively, 
closedJ , then B itself will be referred to as an open [respectively, closed] bay. 

Let M' = i\l[' (w) be the union of the component of [QoJ \ (J' containing cr. 
and of all the bays without beaches. Denote by 1\;[ = 1\;[(w) t he complement 
in [QoJ of 1\;[', as well as the corresponding set of t iles. The following property 
of l\tJ is essential : given 1\1 and the restriction of w to it, t he conditional law 
of t he restriction of w to /vI' (i.e. the complement of 1\1) is unbiased . In 
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other words, if we take WI independent from wand of t he same law, and we 
define W2 to agree with w on ftll and to agree with WI elsewhere, then W2 

also has the law fJ.-,}' This follows directly from the fact that Nf(W2) = A1(w). 
Below we will denote the restriction of a percolation configuration w to !vI 
by wLAIf. 

Fix some small 8 ' E (0, s), and let S = 58' denote the event that there is 
a small bay B , i.e . with diam(Bn j3') < s' . Observe that for every bay B the 
end points of B n f3' are endpoints of interfaces of w which meet both f3 and 
f3'. Thus three crossings of J{ (which are alternating, e.g. closed, open and 
closed) land on the arc B nf3' and Lemma A.2 applied to all components of 
J( implies that 

lim 
8' ..... 0 

sup ",, (S) ~ O. 
IT/le(o,s') 

By choosing 8' sufficiently small , we t herefore assume, with no loss of gen
erality, that 1)..,,(8) < £0 holds for every 1] E (0,8') and that 8' < 8. Observe 
that on -,8 the number of bays is bounded by a constant depending only on 
8', {3,{3' and Qo · 

We will find t he structure of the bays to be a convenient component 
in the estimation of the conditional probability (given the bays and some 
additional information) of w E BQo' However, as 1171 __ 0, the number 
of possible bay configurations increases without bound, and therefore their 
structure cannot be completely captured by a finite O"-field . For th is purpose, 
we need to introduce a discretization , and any sort of coarse-graini ng, e.g. 
by the square lattice, would do. 

Discretization to a finite a-field by coarse-graining. ' ''''e need some tessel
lation of J( , and the following one is somewhat ad hoc, but suitable. Let 
6 E (0, i) be small, to be chosen later. Fix some fini te set of points W C J( 

such that the distance between any two points in W is at least 6/ 4 and 
every point in J( is within distance 6/2 of some point in W. Let T be t he 
collection ofVoronoi tiles in J( with respect to W; that is, each Tw , w E W, 
is the set of points x E f{ whose distance to W is equal to Ix - wi. Then the 
diameters of the t iles in the tessellation Tare all less t han 6 (but the lattice 
H,/ tiles are still much smaller ). Let T denote the tessellation obtained by 
adjoining to T t he closures of the (finite in number) connected components 
of [QoJ \ J( that do not contain Ct. '''''e think of tessellations T a nd T as cell 
complexes. The vertices of T are defined as the vertices of t he Voronoi tiles 
together with the points in (,Bu {3') n aQo . The vertices of T are defined as 
those of T plus the four corners of Qo. Note that some of t he edges of Tare 
not necessari ly straight. Denote by [T] the union of the tiles in T. 
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We say that a quad Q E QD is compatible with T if [Q] is a union of tiles 
of T and each of its four corners Q(O, 0), Q(O, 1), Q(l, 0), Q(1, 1) is a vertex 
of T. Since T is finite, it is clear that up to reparameterization preserving 
corners there are only finitely many compatible Q. Let Qt denote a set of 
representatives of equivalence classes of compatible quads up to reparam
eterization preserving corners. Then Qt is a finite collection of piecewise 
smooth quads in D \ £x. Let FT denote the O"-field generated by the events 
E3 Q, Q E Qt. 

Without loss of generality we assume that along our chosen sequence {7]j}, 
for each edge e of the tessellation T that does not touch 8Qo, 

• each edge of HT/ intersects the tessellation edge e in at most finitely 
many points, 

• the tessellation edge e does not contain any vertices of HT/' 
• the endpoints of the tessellation edge e are not on edges of HT/. 

There is no loss of generality in this assumption, because we may slightly 
perturb /3, /3' and T (and we don't even need T to be a Voronoi tessellation). 

Let B be some bay. Define T(B) to be its T-discretization, namely the 
union of all edges of T inside B n /3' and all tiles of T inside B, which 
can be connected to /3' by a path of tiles of T also contained inside B. By 
construction, each point in 8T(B) is within distance 5 from 8B. Note that 
there is a finite number of possibilities for the choices of T(B), and also 
observe that whenever S does not hold, all T-discretizations are non-empty 
and so T(B) = T(B') implies B = B'. 

Connectivity in the coarse-grained model. The next objective is to show 
that on the complement of S the collections of discretized bays 

Zo .- {T(B): B an open bay}, and 

Zc .- {T(B): B a closed bay}, 

can be determined from FT. That is, there are FT-measurable random vari
ables Z~ and Z~ such that Zo = Z~ and Zc = Z~ on the complement of S. 
Here and in the following, we ignore events that have zero itT/-measure for 
each 7] E {7]j}. 

Note that on the event -,s the cardinality of Zo and Zc is bounded by a 
constant depending on Qo, /3' and s' only. 

Let e be an edge of T that lies on the component /3j = /3' n K j , denote 
also /3j := /3 n K j . Let Qe and Q~ be the quads in Qi' that satisfy 80Qe = 
81Q~ = e, 82 Qe = 83Q~ = /3j and [Qe] = [Q~] = K j . Then the event that 
there is an interface 'Y E j that meets e is the same as the event E3 Qe \ E3 Q~ . 
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If E is the set of all edges of T on f3j which meet interfaces in i, then on 
the event -,S, the connected components of f3j \ U E are the intersections 
of the elements of Zo U Zc with f3j, and since the bays alternate in color, it 
follows that the sets {T n f3j : T E Zo} and {T n f3j : T E Zc} can each be 
determined from FT, up to an event contained in S. 

Next, suppose that, c f3j is of the form Tonf3j for some TO E Zc (assuming 
-,S, such intersection is always non-empty). Let To be some tile of T. Then 
To C TO if and only if there is a simple path " of edges of T with the 
endpoints of " on , such that " separates To from f3j in K j and there is no 
open crossing in K j n W from " to f3j. This, along with the dual argument, 
implies the existence of Z~ and Z~, as claimed. 

Describing the crossing structure by a finite graph. We now introduce a 
graph that describes the connectivity (by open crossings) structure of the 
various open beaches and the two boundary edges ooQo and 02QO' 

We start by defining a random graph G which would describe the con
nectivity away from a. The vertices of G are Zo U {ooQo, 02QO}, where an 
edge is placed between vertices v, v' E Zo if the beaches of the corresponding 
bays are connected by an open crossing in the restriction of W to M, denoted 
by wLM; while if v and/or v' are in {ooQo, 02QO}, the connectivity to the 
beach is simply replaced by the connectivity to the corresponding boundary 
edge itself. Note that there is a finite number of possibilities for the choice 
ofG. 

Suppose that TO, Tl E ZOo Let ej, j = 0, 1, be an edge ofT that is contained 
in f3' and has an endpoint in Tj, but ej itself is not in Tj. Then ej meets an 
interface on the boundary of the corresponding bay. On -,S, the two edges 
ej are connected by an open crossing in wL[1'l if and only if [TO, TIl is an 
edge of G. Thus, on the event -,S the subgraph of G induced by Zo is 
determined from FT. A similar argument applies also to the edges with 
endpoints in {ooQo, 02QO}. Thus, on the complement of S the graph G can 
be determined from FT. 

Now we define a random graph G* so that it describes the connectivity 
near a. Consider L = (ooQo U 02QO) \ [1'], which contains finitely many 
arcs on oQo. Denote by G* the graph whose vertices are Zo and the con
nected components of L, where v, v' E Zo are connected by an edge in G* 
if the two corresponding beaches of ware connected by an open crossing in 
WL([Qol \ M), and if v and/or v' are components of L, then the connectivity 
to the beaches is replaced by connectivity to v and/or v'. 

Clearly, W E E3 Qo if and only if there is a path from ooQo (or a subarc 
thereof) to 02Q2 in G U G*. Thus, on the event -,S, the graphs G and G* 
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determine whether W E 8 Qo ' 
Denoting by wLAI{ the restriction of W to AI{, we set 

Y = Y(w) := /1o,(w E BQo I wLM). 

V!le now show_that on -,5, the knowledge of G, Zc and Zo can be used to 
approximate Y . 

Let 

that is, t he complement in [1'] of t he union of T(B), where B runs over all 
the bays. 

Let Gt be t he graph on t he same vertex set as G*, where an edge appears 
between v, Vi E Zo if t he common boundary of v and T(AI{) is connected 
in WL([QOJ \ T(M)) with t he common boundary of v' and T(M) , while if v 
and/or Vi are components of L , t hen t he connectivity is instead to v and/or 
Vi, but still within WL([QO] \ T(Jv!)). VJe now show that if 6 is sufficiently 
small, "1 < 6 and 1} E {"1nL then 

(4.5) /1o,(Gt # G', ~S I wLM) < '0· 

As we have mentioned, on the event -,5 t here is a fin ite upper bound on the 
size of Zc U Zo, depending on Qo, {31 and Sl only. Therefore, it is enough to 
have a good estimate for the probability that a particular pair of vertices v 
and Vi of G* are connected by an edge in one of the two graphs but not in 
the other, and we are free to impose addi tional conditions on 6. Connectivity 
of any pair of vertices is reduced to 6-perturbations of quads of size at least 
Sl, and so is easily obtained by several applications of Lemma A.I (some 
of them applied with the corners of t he quads appropriately permuted), 
proving (4.5). 

Final estimates. Define Yo = Yo(w) := l WEBQo and 

Yr := !">,(fioQo and /hQo are connected by a path in Gt U G I wLM). 

Then Yr is a function of the triple (Zc, Zo, G), and is therefore Fer measur
able. By the above observation that on -,5 the event BQo is described by 
connectivity in G U G*, we have 
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By taking expectations, applying (4.5) and recalling that i was chosen to 
guarantee /-L(S) < EO one gets 

(4.6) 

where the norm refers to the measure J-l-r,. 

By (4.2) and the defini t ion of Ys , we can write 

and by (4.4 ), we have 

(4 .7) 

Hence II Yo - Ysll2 < ) 3 EO + J€o < 3 Fa- Since Ys is F s-measurable, i t 
is also wL.M-measurable. By its defini t ion Y minimizes liVo - X II~ among 
wL M -meas urable random variables X. Therefore comparison to Ys (reca ll 
that the set 1\11 includes the complement of t he s-neighborhood of a) yields 

Combining this with (4.6) a nd (4.7), we conclude that 

Because :Yr is F I'-measurable and EO may he chosen a rbi t ra rily small , this 
proves t hat there is an Fr-measura ble event W (which may depend on 
1JL such that J-L1/(W.1.. E3Qo) < t. / 2. However, since Fr is fini te, t here are 
finitely many possibili t ies for t he event W , and one of those works for a sub
subsequence T/jk' Since we work wi t h a (subsequent ial ) scaling limi t , the limit 
in (4.1 ) exists along the or iginal subsequence and is equal to Jio (W.6. BQo) ' 
Since along a sub-subsequence t he quant ity in question is bounded by € , so 
is t he limit and we deduce (4.1 ). 0 

5 . Factorization. 

In this Section, we prove the Factorization Theorem 1.19. 

LEM /I.'IA 5.1. Let Jio be some subsequential scaling limit, then the bound
ary (in topology T on 1i) of a crossing event has pmbability zem. Namely, 

l'o(8BQo) = 0 

holds for every Qo E Q D. 
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PROOF. Fix Qo E Q D and let f > O. It is easy to see (e.g. , using the Rie
mann map onto t\ [Qo]) that there is a continuous injective 00: [-1, 2F
C, whose restriction to [0, I]' is QQ. Let M := [- 1,1/3[2 x [2/ 3, 21 '- For 
every quadruple q = (xo, Yo, Xl, vI) E !vI define the quad Qq : [0, IF _ C by 

Qq(x, y) := Qo(xo + (XI - xo) x , Yo + (YI - Yo) V) · 

It is a perturbation of Qo , obtained as an image of [xo, xI] x [Yo, vd by Qo. 
Lemma A.l implies that there is some positive 0'0 > 0 (depending on Qo), 
such that if q and q' are in A1 and differ in exactly one coordinate, and t he dif
ference in that coordinate is at most 0'0, t hen lim sUPI'lI-+o 1l-rJ( BQQ b. 8QQ/) < 
f. Consequently, we have 

lim sUP /J.'I(BQQ b. 8 QQ,) <4f, provided IIq- q' lIoo::=; Jo. 
1'11-0 

Set qs := (-8, 8, 1 + 8, 1 - 8) , Q' := QQ- 60/ 2 and Q" := QQ60 / 2 . Then Q' < 
Qo < Q" and 

(5.1) lim SUPi'>I(ElQ' L'> ElQ") < 4,-
17/1-+0 

Also, Q' , Q" E Q D, if 60 is chosen sufficiently small . 
Recall t hat V Qo = 'H. D \ 8Qo is open in 'H.D. Hence 8Qo is closed. Let 

U' be the set of quads Q E QD satisfying Qo < Q < Q". Then 

By passing to the complements, we see that there is a closed subset (the 
complement of VU/) that contains V Qo = -,8Qo and is contained in V Q" . 
Hence, the closure of VQo is contained in V Q", which gives 

o ElQ, = oVQ, C V Q, C V Q" . 

On the other hand, let U be the set of quads Q E Q D satisfying Q' < Q < 
Q", then 

Q" Now observe that Vu c 8Q' while V = -,8Q". We have shown t hat 
the open set Vu n V Q" contains 88Qo' The portmanteau theorem (see, 
e.g., [DudS9, Thm. 11.1 .1] ) therefore gives 

~o(aElQq) s: "o(Vu n V Q") s: lim in! 1.,(Vu n V Q") 
1111-+0 

::=; lim inf IJ.,/( ElQ'b. 8Q") . 
1'11---.>0 

Since f was arbitrary, the result now follows from (5.1 ) D 
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COROLLA RY 5 .2 . If M C J-iD is in the Boolean algebra generated by 
finitely many of the events I3Q, Q E Q D (i.e., it can be expressed using 
finitely many E3Q and the operations of union, intersection and taking com
plements), then Jio(M ) = iimlIJl--+o {/1'}(M ). 

PROOF'. Lemma 5.1 implies that Jio(8M) = O. Thus, the corollary fol
lows from the portmanteau theorem [DuclS9, Thm. 11.1.1J and the weak 
convergence of f-J.-,/ to Jio- D 

PROOF OF TI-IEOREr.·[ 1.1 9 . Clearly, F D\I:t. = Vj :For It therefore remains 
to prove the left hand equali ty stated in the theorem. Note t hat we work up 
to sets of /.l{J-measure zero. 

Take a smooth (given by a diffeomorphism) quad Qo E Q D. By Proposi
t ion 4.1 and Corollary 5.2, we have 

(5.2) 

Since such collection of quads is dense in 
Proposition 1.13.2. 

QD1 Theorem 1.19 follows from 
D 

APPENDIX A, CONTINUITY OF CROSSING EVENTS 

In this Section, we apply Russo-Seymour-\;Velsh techniques to deduce es
timates of various crossing probabilities . vVe start by showing that crossing 
events are stable under small perturbations of quads. 

LEr.H ... IA A.1. TheTe exist a positive function .6.c(6, d), such that 

lim .6.c( 6, d ) = 0 fOT any fixed d ) '_0 
and the following estimates hold. Let Q be a quad. Let dj , j = 0, 1, be the 
infimum diameteT of any path in [Q] connecting OjQ and OJ+2Q, and define 
d:= max{do,d1}. Fix some 5 < d/ 2. Let Q' be another quad, satisfying at 
least one of the following conditions, see Figures A.i, A. 2 for a graphical 
interpretation. 

(l). [Q'[ = [Q[, floQ' = floQ, {hQ' = 8 ,Q, and there is a path 7 C [QJ of 
diameter at most 8 that sepamtes {Q(I , 1), Q'(I , I)} from floQ U &, Q 
inside [QJ. 

(2). [Q'J C [Q[, floQ' = floQ, 8 ,Q' C &,Q, &'Q' c &,Q, and each point on 
&'Q' can be connected to &,Q by a path a C [QJ with diam(a) :S 8. 

(3). [Q'J c [Q[, floQ' c floQ, &,Q' = &,Q, &'Q' c &,Q, and each point on 
ChQ' can be connected to ChQ by a path a C [Q] with diam(a) :::; 5. 
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Q(O, l )~Q'(O , l ) 

fhQ 

[Q] 

Q(O,o)~Q'(O ,O ) Q(l ,O)~Q'(l,O) 

FIe A . 1. Case (lJ : quads Q and Q' differ by only one vertex, sepamtedjrom the other 
vertices by a short cut "f . Configumtions with only one oj two quads crossed have an open 
crossing jrom "f to fJoQ and a dual closed crossing jrom "f to PI Q, making their probability 
small. 

Then JOT every 1111 < 6 we have 

For si te percolation on the t riangular lattice, t here is a short proof based 
on Cardy's formula. The proof below is a simple application of the RS\~T 

estimate (1.2) and t he "lowest crossing" concept. 

PROOF. First we deal wit h Case (1) in t he statement and prove the esti
mate with L1..c equal to L1..1 from Assumption (1.2). Suppose first that d = do. 
The event B Q6. BQ' is contained in the event that there is a percolation 
cluster meeting i and 8oQ. The latter has an open crossing of t he annulus 
A(Q(I , 1), 6, do), which by the RS\'" estimate (1.2) has probability at most 
L1..1 (6,d), and we are done with Case (1) . Ifd = d l , a similar argument shows 
the symmet ric difference between the event of a closed crossing from 01 Q 
to fhQ in [Q] and t he corresponding event in Q' is bounded by 6. 1 (6, dJ) . 
Duali ty shows that the lat ter symmetric difference is the same as B Q L1.. BQI, 
which proves Case (1). 

We now deal with Case (2), when clearly BQ6. B QI = BQI \ B Q. \Ve 
start by estimating the crossing probability for Q' . Recall our convention 
that 6. (1', R) = 1 for r ~ R (i.e. when annulus in question is empty) . Let x 
be some point on the path T of diameter dl , connecting OIQ to fhQ. Any 
crossing of Q' has diameter at leas t do - 6 and passes wi thin distance 6 of T, 

so in particular it crosses an annulus A (x, d l + 6, (do - 6) / 2) if well defined , 
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Q(O,I)~Q'(O,I ) 

, 1,1) 

[Q] 

FIG A.2. Case {2}: side fhQ' is close to the side fhQ. We take the lowest crossing "f 
of Q', landing at x . A dual closed crossing prevents it from landing on fhQ, making the 
probability small. Case (3) is symmetric. 

and by t he RSW estimate (1.2) we have 

(A.! ) 

Next we cut thQ' by a point z into two parts, Ul and (/3, so that l7j 

cannot be connected to f)j Q by a path of diameter less than dI/2 inside 
Q. If E3QI occurs, there is a crossing to at least one of 0"1 and <73. We will 
work with configurations with a crossing landing on (13 , the ot her ca.'3e being 
symmetric , wit h the lowest crossing replaced by the uppermost, so the total 
estimate will be double of what we obtain. 

Consider a percolation configuration w . On the event 8QI, let I be the 
"lowest" w-crossing of Q' (in t he sense that it is the closest to thQ', i.e. 
separates th Q' from all other w-crossings of Q' within [Q']), and let x be the 
endpoint of "f on thQ' . Our assumpt ion implies that x E {T3, or there would 
be a lower crossing. 

We now estimate /'.L7](-.BQ I BQI,"f,x E (T3) . Let All be t he connected 
component of [Q'l \ "f which has 8 1 Q' on its boundary. T he event -.B Q would 
imply that "f cannot be connected to thQ by a crossing inside [Ql \ M . Hence 
t here is a dual closed crossing from thQ to (a3 n NI ) U 8 1 Q, in particular 
crossing the annulus A(x, 6, d1/ 2} inside [Ql \ M. 

The lowest crossing "f depends only on the configurat ion inside NI , so 
t he restriction of w to [Ql \ NI is unbiased. Therefore, the condit ional prob
abi lity of the mentioned annulus crossing is can be bound by the RSW 
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estimate (1.2) and we conclude t hat 

(A.2 ) 

Now we are ready to prove the estimate, working ou t separately t hree 
possibilities: 

(i) d = d l , 

(ii) d = do > 6 ?: d l · 

(iii ) d = do > d l > 6, 

\¥hen (i) occurs, we majorate the probability of the event in question by 
the maximum of its condit ional probability, estimated by (A.2 ), to arrive at 

When (ii) occurs, we use t he estimate (A. I}: 

Finally, when (iii) occurs, we apply the total expectation law, using both 
estimates (A.2) and (A.I ) along the way: 

1',( El Q' \ ElQ):S E [1',( ~ElQ I El Q" 'Y, x E "3) I 
+ E [J1., (~El Q I ElQ','Y,XE " d l 

:s 2 1'>1 (ElQ') ~I (6, ~I ) 

:S 2~ I (dJ+6, do ;6) ~1(6, ~1) 

(A.5) :s 2 ~I (2dl'~) ~I (6, d;) 
To prove Lemma in Case (2), we have to show that for fLxed d and any € > 0, 
the right hand side of t he estimates (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5) is smaller than 
€, if t5 is small enough. For estimates (A.3 ) and (A.4) this follows directly 
from Assumption 1.2. For the remaining (A.5), let p > 0 be such that for 

l' < p we have 6. ] (21', *) < €/ 2. T hen if d 1 ::; p, then t he right hand side of 
(A.5) can be bounded by 

2 ~ I (2dl '~) ~ I (6, ~I ) :s n l (2d l , n < " 
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we are done. Otherwise d. > p and the right hand side of (A.5) can be 
bounded by 

which tends to zero with 15 by Assumption 1.2, and we finish the proof in 
Case (2). 

The proof for Case (3) is easily obtained by considering the dual closed 
crossing from o. to Ih and applying Case (2). The details are left to the 
reader. 0 

The following Lemma shows that it is unlikely to see three crossings ap
proaching the same boundary point. This would make the crossing event 
unstable under boundary pertur bation, so in princi ple the Lemma can be de
duced from the previous one, but instead we give a self-contained proof. The 
Lemma would follow from considering the three ann event in half-annuli, 
for whose probabil ity Ai~enman proposed an argument to be comparable to 
(r/ R? We will use a version of his reasoning along with RSW techniques 
to show a weaker estimate, sufficient for our purposes. 

LEMl'I'IA A.2. Let Q be a quad with smooth sides, two opposite being 
labeled f3 and f3' , and with the tiles on each of the two other sides v and 
v' possibly declared all open or all closed. Then there is a function 6.Q(b) , 
tending to zero with 15 and such that the following estimate holds. 

Denote by S (0) the event that there are three crossings with some pre
scribed a lternating order (say closed, open, and closed) inside [QJ between 
the set 0 C {3' and {3 . Then for 1171 < 15 we have 

'" {30 c (!' , 5(0), diam(O) < 6J :S AQ (6) 

PROOP. Fix t: > O. \Ne shall prove that for sufficiently small 5 the prob
ability of the event in question is less than (. 

Since crossings can in principle use tiles on the sides v and II (which 
are declared open or closed), we have to treat O's near the corners of Q 
separately. Let z\ and Z2 be the endpoints of {3'. Since tiles on each of the 
arcs v and v' can be used by at most one of the three crossings, event S (0) 
implies existence of at least one crossing from e to f3 inside [Q], not touching 
the sides. By Assumption (1.2), there is l' E (0, b) such that probability to 
have a crossing between Uj B (Zi' 21' ) and f3 is smaller than t:/2: 

, 
1'>, (30 C U.B(z., 2,.) , 5 (O)} :S 

2 
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Set {3" := {3' \ UiB(Zi' 1'), then to prove Lemma it remains to show t hat 

(A.6) '"" pO c (3" , S (0), diam(O) < oj S ~ . 

Using Assumption (1.2), choose p E (0,1'/4) such t hat /:;:" 1 (2p, 1'/2) < 1/2. 
Cover {3" by a finite number n = n(p, f3") of overlapping arcs OJ of diam

eter at most p. Let b < P be so small that /:;:"1 (46,1') < E/(12n). Since f3' is 
smooth, and decreasing b if necessary, we can cover each a rc OJ by arcs 0; 
of length 315, overlapping at most thrice, and such t hat any set 0 C f3" of 
diameter le'3s than b is entirely contained wi thin one of the arcs 0; . 

To deduce (A.G) it is sufficient to show that, for a fixed j, 

(A.7) 

Fix j and let B(z, p) be a radius p ball , containing OJ. The point ZI splits 
&Q \ OJ into two arcs: )..' c f3' and a >. => f3 . Both start at endpoints of OJ 
inside 8(z , p) and end at least T-away. 

Observe that event S (On is contained in the event 5' (0;) t hat theTe aTe 

thTee alternating crossings inside [Q] between 0 and f3 U v U v'. 

Condition on the event 5' (0;) , and, start ing from Z2, denote the three 
such crossings, closest to Z2, by /1 , /2, /3. Namely, let /1 be the closed 
crossing between fJ and f3 U v U v' inside [Q], closest to Z2 . Let Ml be the 
component of connectivity of [Q] \ /1, not containing Z2 . Then /1 depends 
only on the percolation configuration in [Q] \ MI. 

Now, take /2 be the open crossing between 0 and {3 U v U v' inside Nh, 
closest to /1. Let Ah be the component of connectivity of Nh \ /2, not 
containing ')'1. Then ')' 1 and ')'2 depend only on the percolation configuration 
in [QI \ M,. 

\'Ve define /3 and ftih similarly, and observe that /1, /2, /3 depend only 
on the percolation con figuration in [Q] \ !vh Therefore, given A'/3 and the 
restriction WL([Q ] \ fti!3) (Le. the restriction of percolation configuration W 
to [Q] \ !vh), t he conditional law of the rest rict ion of W to !vh is unbiased. 

Let 5* = 5* (ftih) be the event that theTe is a closed crossing /4 between 
.\ and /3 inside M3. Using t hat the restriction of W to M3 is unbiased, we 
can then wri te 

(A.S) '"" [S' I M" WL [QJ \ M,] ~ 1'" [S' I > 1 - P,: (z, p, ,) > ~ . 

Above we use that (in an unbiased percolation configuration) , if t here is 
no open crossing of t he annul us A(z, p, r), then by duality there is a closed 
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circui t (a path going around t he annulus), whose intersection with AI{3 would 
then contain a crossing required for S*. 

Note that when 8' (On and S* occur , t he crossing /3 from (8 (OJ)) and 

the crossing ')'4 (from S*) together give a closed crossing between fJ and .\ 

and so t he following event 5" (8}) occurs: there is a closed crossing '1'3 from 

() to A, an open crossing from ;~ from fJ to {3 u v U Vi , and a closed crossing 
fmm Ii jmm f) to (3 u v u v', Then the estimate (A.S) can be rephrased as 

and therefore 

(A.9) 

Consider some percolation configuration w in [Qj, and assume that 8" (8~) 
holds for some 0; C OJ. 

Choose inside Q a closed crossing 'i'3(W) between ).' and OJ; and an open 
crossing ')'~(w) between ,\ which are the closest to each other (and t he point 
Zl separating >'" from >.. ). Denote by L = L (w) the union of t iles in 12, 13, 
and in t he part of [QJ between them. 

T hen 12 and 13 depend only on t he restriction of w to L , and t he rest is 
unbiased. tvloreover, if 12 ends at a tile on OJ, then 13 ends at a neighboring 
tile on OJ - otherwise using duality reasoning we can choose two closer 
crossings. Denote by x the only common vertex of t hese two t iles lying on 
the boundary of N. Note that each configuration w has a unique such point 
x = x(w) and it depends only on t he restriction of w to N. 

Now for S (On to occur, besides 12 and 13 we must also have a closed 
crossing ,; from 0 to (J U j) U ,;. The crossing ,; necessarily lies in [QJ \ N, 
which is unbiased on wLN. Note also t hat ,; contains a crossing of the 
annulus A (x, 2&, r), whose center x is a random point depending on wL L 
only. Summing it up, we can estimate 

"'" {w S" (oj) I x(w) = x } :S P~ (x , 48, r) :S 

Since every point x is covered by at most three arcs 0), we recall (A.9) and 
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conclude that 

L:: 1',[ S (ej) 1 :s L:: 2/f.'7 [s" (ej) 1 , , 
~ L::L::2!',,{w s(ej) Ix(w)~x } !',,(w x(w)~xl 

x , 

:s ;;: (2.3 I~n ) 1"'7 (w 0 x(w) ~ xl 

~ 2~ ~ /17I{W: x(w)=x} :::; 2~ ' 

so estimate (A.7) and the Lemma follow. o 

APPENDIX Bo MULTI-SCALE BOUND ON THE FOUR-ARM EVENT 
ON Z2 (BY CHRlSTOPHE GARBAN) 

In this appendix, we give a proof of Assumption (1.3) for critical bond 
percolation on the square lattice. Namely: 

LE1 .. 1t'.O\A B.1. For critical bond percolation on the square lattice with mesh 
1111, there is a positive € such that the pmbability of a four ann event satisfies 

(B.I ) (,")1+' p;; (z, 1', R) :::; const R ' 

whenever 11}1 < 1' . 

The case l' = 1111 can be extracted from [KesS7] as well as [BKS99] or 
[SSlO]. Note that the above multi-scale generalization is not a consequence 
of the so-ca lled ~'quasi-mult i plicativity" property. If one wanted to use this 
property, the problem would more or less boil down to the existence of 
the four-arm critical exponent. Since its existence is still open, we believe 
that Lemma (B. 1 ) cannot be extracted directly from the above mentioned 
papers. 

In the papers [BKS99, SSlO], the general idea which enables one to prove 
that points are unlikely to be pivotal is the observation that a macroscopic 
crossing event for critical percolation is asymptotically uncorrelated with the 
Majority Boolean function defined on the same set of bits. This asymptotic 
uncorrelation can be understood using an exploration path which will com
pute the percolation event while giving little information on the Majority 
event. A careful analysis then shows that this decorrelation is possible only 
if points are unlikely to be pivotal for the percolation event. This heuristical 
program has been carried out in a very convenient manner in [OS07J. 
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The present proof has the same flavor except t hat one now looks at the 
correlation of a percolation event in a domain of diameter O(R) with a two

layers majority function: namely the bits of this tvlajority function are now 
indexed by the O(R2/r2) r-squares included in the domain and for each such 
T-square, its corresponding bit ±l depends 011 how "connected" the perco
lation configuration is within this square. This setup allows to "interpolate" 
the above program from the macroscopic scale R to the mesoscopic scale r . 

PROOF'. We leave out a few details, which are easy to fill in for readers 
familiar with t he applications of the RSW· theory, similar to [KesS7, SW01, 
GPSlOal· 

After rescaling and , if needed, changing the radii by bounded factors, we 
can assume without loss of generality that the lat tice mesh is 1 and T, Rare 
posit ive integers. 

Denote by Q an R x R square, and cut the concentric ! Q square into TXT 

squares, denoted by Qj, with j = 1, .. . , un 2 . Denote by X = 2·1 8Q - 1 the 
"crossing random variable" equa l to 1 when Q is cro5.'3ed and - 1 otherwise. 
Given a percolation configuration w, we say that Qj is pivotal for X ; if 
al tering w so that all t he bonds in Qj are open, a nd so that all t he bonds 
in Qj are closed yields two different values of X. Note that Qj is pivotal for 
X if and only if then there are two open arms connecting GQj to 80Q and 
(hQ , and two dual closed arms connecting GQj to G1Q and fhQ. By arm 
separation proper t ies s imilar to ones used in [SvV01], 

(B.2) p 4(r, R) '" P IQj pivotal for XI , 
and so it is sufficient to estimate the latter probability, or its sum over all 
Qj's. 

Let 5j be an annulus (1 - 5)Qj \ (1 - 25)Qj where nQj denotes a copy 
shrank of Qj by a factor of a: (if 1· is not exactly divisible by 0:, t he copy 
shrank is understood modulo integer pa rts). The fixed para meter 5 > 0 will 
be chosen later . Let S; denote the same annulus but on the dual lattice: Le. 
S; ~ Sj + (1/ 2, 1/ 2). 

Define a random variable OJ equal to 

• 1, if t here is an open circuit in Sj and no dual-closed circui t in Sj, 
• - 1, if there is a dual-closed circuit in Sj and 110 open circuit in Sj , 
• 0, otherwise. 

Note that by symmetry and by the RSW theory, up to the constant depend
ing 011 5, 

(B.3) E ICjl ~ O , E [CJ] '" 1. 
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Now, let us argue that if t5 > 0 is chosen small enough, one has 

(B.4) E [XCjJ '" P [Qj pivota l for X J ('" P' (r , R) ) , 

Indeed , one has 

(B,5) E [XCjJ ~ P [Qj pivotal for X J E [XCj I Qj pivotal for X l, 

since, conditioned on the event that Qj is not pivotal for X , Cj is indepen
dent of X and is such that its (conditiona l) expectation is st ill O. Therefore it 
rema ins to bound from below E [XCj I Qj pivotal for X]. Let p = p(t5) > 0 
be such that P [Cj ~ I J ~ P [C, ~ - I J > p, 

E [XCj I Qj pivotal fa>' X l ~P [Cj ~ IJ E [X I Cj ~ 1 & Qj pivota l fa>' X l 

- P [Cj ~ IJ E [X I Cj ~ - 1 & Qj pivota l fa>' X l , 

Now, again by arm separation properties similar to ones used in [s\~rOl , 

SSlO], and using the import ant fact that the event {Cj = I} is increasing 
which enables to use FKG for the given conditional law inside Qj , one can 
see that , if t5 is chosen small enough, 

, 1 
E [X I Cj ~ 1 and Qj pivotal for Xl > ;) , 

One has the opposite bound for the term conditioned on {Cj - - I }. All 
together this gives 

E [XCj I Qj pivotal for Xl > ~ , 

which implies the desired estimate (8.4) if t5 is chosen to be small enough. 
Consider Q with open boundary condit ions on t he side &oQ and dual 

closed on the complementary t hree sides. Let r be the interface running 
between the two ends of the side &oQ and separating the open cluster rooted 
on it from the dual closed cluster rooted on the t hree other sides. 

Denote by Yj the event that r intersects Qj, as \vell as its indicator func
tion. Note that , by the RS\,y theory, 

(B,6) (")" E [Y, J:S R ' 

for some posit ive E. Note t hat the interface r drawn from Q(O, 0) unti l some 
stopping time depends only on the percolation configuration in the imme
diate neighborhood of the drawn part. Drawing r until the first t ime it hits 
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&Qj, we conclude t hat }j is independent from the inside of Qj and hence 
from Cj . 

Note also that, if Q j is pivotal for X , then t here a re four alternating arms 
connecting DQj to four sides of Q which forces the interface, to intersect 
Q j) and Yj to occur. T herefore, similarly as for the estimate (B.5) above, 
onc can check t hat 

(B.7) E [XC,] - E [XC,Y; J, 

which combined wit h (B A) gives 

(B.8) P [Qj pivotal for X ] " E [XC, Y; ] . 

Summing over all Qj's, we use Cauchy-Schwarz inequali ty to write 

l:E [X C) Y; ] , 
(B.9) 

In the last sum, nOll-diagonal terms vanish. Indeed, let i t- j and stop t he 
interface 'Y the first t ime it touched both squa res Qi a nd Qj, or when it ends. 

Denote by Q k t he first square of Qi, Qj to be hi t (or Qi if none was) and 
by Q/ the other onc, so that (k, I) is a superposition of (i , j) . Let W be the 
percolation configuration in the immediate neighborhood of t he interface so 
far , and in Qk. 

Then W determines }'i, 0 , Ck, while being independent of C/ . T hus by 
the ident ity in (8.3), 

By the total expectation formula we conclude tha t, for i t- j, 

E [CiYiC,Y;] ~ O. 

Thus we can cont inue (B.9), leaving only the diagona l terms, and use (B.G) 
and (B.3) to wri te 
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Combining this with (8.2), (B.8), (B.9) we conclude 

P'(r, R):S (3r)' R Lj P [QJ pivotal for X[ 

(;)'(;f (~r', < 
~ 

proving the lemma. o 
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